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THE WHITE HOUSE DECISION 
WASHINGTON 

July 9, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

BACKGROUND: 

JAMES CANNON 

Report and Recommendations of Secretaries 
Usery and Coleman for Improving Procedures 
Under Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass 
Transportation Act of 1964, as Amended 

As you know section 13(c) of the 1964 UMTA Act (Amended) requires 
that before/any Federal assistance for Mass Transit is granted, 
the Secretary of Labor must certify that "fair and equitable" 
arrangements have been made for transit employees "adversely 
affected" by the grant. 

Although the intent of this provision of the law was sound, many 
believe the procedures have been manipulated so that, even where 
there is no "adverse" effect on workers, the process is used to 
win higher wages and increased fringe benefits: if transit 
operators do not agree to these terms, the unions will not approve 
the certification, DOL will not certify under 13(c), and UMTA 
funds will not flow. Transit operators, city and county officials, 
and UMTA heads have consistently expressed dissatisfaction with 
Section 13(c), and complaints from localities, documented as far 
back as 1967, have become more vehement in recent months. 

On June 2, 1976, you reviewed a May 28, 1976, memorandum 
(attached at Tab B) describing the history of the 13(c) problem 
and directed Bill Coleman and Bill Usery to try to reach 
agreement on specific proposals for improving the 13(c) process. 

Digitized from Box 22 of the James M. Cannon Files at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library
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SUMMARY OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: 

After extensive discussions and lengthy exchange~ of written 
as well as oral views, DOL and DOT reached agreement on two 
of the five proposals you made: (1) granting a single certi
fication for a single Federal grant, and (2) publication of 
regulations or guidelines. There was disagreement on three 
proposals: (1) Establishing that certain catagories of 
grants have no adverse impact, and giving a "negative 
declaration" that, since no such impact is likely to occur, 
the 13(c) certification process is unnecessary; (2) setting 
time limits for the DOL decision process; and (3) granting a 
single multi-year certification for projects which result 
from a single, UMTA grant decision. Their joint paper is 
attached at Tab A. 

Secretaries Usery and Coleman have requested a meeting with 
you to discuss this question. We have shared with some of your 
senior advisers the respective positions of the two Departments; 
their views are noted below. 

I recommend that you approve a meeting with the two Secretaries 
at your earliest convenience. 

APPROVE l-1EETING DISAPPROVE MEETING -..,.------ ------

ISSUES: 

1. NEGATIVE DECLARATION WITH CHANGED BURDEN OF PROOF. 

Pursuant to your decision on June 3d, you proposed that DOT 
and DOL could establish categories of capital and operating 
assistance grants that historically have had minimal, if any, 
adverse impact on transit employees. Such categories would 
include bus and rail car purchases which result in no 
reduction in fleet size. In such cases, there could be a 
simple departmental declaration that no adverse impact is 
likely to occur, and that no specific 13(c) arrangem~nt need 
be negotiated. 

·'' ·.--r~-..., 
,,• ., ,,. ., 

-.. 

.. 
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This would shift the present burden of proof from local 
transit operators (to prove that the Federal dollars 
will not harm employees) to the unions (to prove that 
there is an adverse impact.) 

A review procedure could also be provided whereby an 
employee or union could also ask for special protective 
arrangements in connection with any grant based upon a 
showing of a substantial prospect of "adverse impact." 

OPTIONS: 

(a) Department of Labor Position. 

The Department of Labor questions the legality of 
this "negative declaration," and objects to it from 
a national policy standpoint as well. They argue that 
the recommended national model agreement for 13(c) 
certificat1on, negotiated a year ago, would be 
abrogated by such a procedure. Further, shifting the 
present burden of proof from the operators (to prove 
there is no adverse impact) to unions and employees 
(to prove there is such adverse impact) would be unfair, 
and might increase the delays already present in DOL 
13(c) certifications. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position. 

While DOT urges that 13(c) requires certification only 
where employees are actually "adversely affected," 
Bill Coleman offers a compromise: limit the certification 
procedures to standard operating or revenue sharing type 
grants. DOT could require that any such operating 
assistance funding include a warranty by the transit 
district that no "adverse impact" will result, together 
with a promise to redress any such grievance if it shows 
up later. 

(c) Compromise Position. 

The DOL-DOT dispute may be a matter of semantics. Rather 
than calling this procedure a "negative declaration," a 
category could be established called "standardized 
approvals." In recurring grants, the Secretary of Labor 
on his own initiative, could require that certain Labor 
protections be guaranteed in the granting contract, 
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without the need for the collective bargaining 
process. DOL did just this on a recent demonstration 
project grant for the lower east side of Manhattan, 
approval dated June 4. 

On this issue, your advisors recommend 

(a) DOL position -----------------------
(b) DOT position -----------------------
(c) Compromise position -------------

2. SET TIME LIMITS 

You urged the two Departments to cut the red tape in the 
13(c) process by setting time limits for the negotiation 
of agreements. 

OPTIONS 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

The Department of Labor argues that the 13(c) 
process has usually worked well without time limits 
but agrees that a limited category of reasonable 
time frames should be established. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT disagrees that the 13(c) process has worked 
basically well without time limits. DOT urges 
that time limits be set on a case by case basis in 
all cases where DOT indicates that there is a 
significant possibility of funding. 

On this issue, your advisors recommend 

(a) DOL position ----------------------
(b) DOT position ----------------------

/:..?. ; ·;~ ,: 
i .... 

; ···~~ 
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3. MULTI-YEAR CERTIFICATIONS 

You asked the two Departments to consider granting multi
year certifications for projects which result from a 
single UMTA grant decision. 

OPTIONS: 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

DOL agrees that multi-year certifications would be 
useful so long as the parties agree to their use. 
They would limit such certifications to particular 
projects involving multi-year funding unless, 
through collective bargaining, the parties agree 
to broader protections. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT urges that the proposed procedure is merely a 
piggy-back or recertification procedure based on 
existing agreements already collectively bargained 
between the parties. It should apply to three 
categories of repetitive grants: 

(1) Grants for normal equipment replacement; 

(2) Grants for maintenance carried out over a 
period of years, such as repairs on rights
of-way; 

{3) Grants for specified multi-year programs on 
identifiable projects. 

DOT urges that labor protections, once certified by 
DOL, should continue to apply to subsequent capital 
grants that have basically the same impact. 

On this issue, your advisors recommend 

{a) DOL position -----------------------
{b) DOT position -----------------------
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4. SINGLE CERTIFICATIONS FOR SINGLE GRANT 

DOL and DOT agree that this should be done, so long as 
there is no change in the scope of the project. 

On this issue your advisors recommend 

AGREE DISAGREE ----------------- -----------------
5. PROMULGATE AND PUBLISH REGULATIONS 

The two Departments basically agree that guidelines for the 
13(c} process, not formal regulations, should be published. 
Although clear rules are needed formal regulations would be 
complex and might serve only to institutionalize the defects 
in the 13(c} process which are already thorns in the sides 
of local officials. 

(a} Department of Labor Position 

DOL recommends the deferral of formal rule making until 
the two Departments can consult with those affected by 
13 (c) • 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT urges that simple guidelines, rather than lengthy 
regulations, be published, and that this be done quickly. 
DOT questions the need for further delays or consultations, 
since all affected parties have been making their views 
known for over 8 years. (Simple guidelines could be 
published in 60 days.} 

On this issue your advisors recommend 

AGREE DISAGREE ----------------- -----------------

.~-,~~~·:. >· .. 
' . 

I ·~· 
I .· 





MEMORANDU~I FOR: 

FROt-1: 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON 

JUN 2 5 1976 

THE HONORABLE JAMES CANNON 
Assistant to the President 

for Domestic Affairs 

W.J: USERY, JR. 
Secretary of Labor .. , 

This is in response to your memorandum of June 3 transmitting 
the President's direction that we address five specific 
proposals Telating to the administration of Sectlon 13(c) of 
the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964. The positions of 
the two Departments on each of these five proposals are set 
forth in·the attachment. We have also attached some tabular 
background material. 

In view of the potentially controversial nature of some of 
these recommendations, we ~equest an opportunity to meet 
jointly with the President to discuss these issues prior to 
his making any decisions. · ·;,• 

Attachment 

•' -.J :.- J •• ; -. ..,.: 

·~ .·-:-
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11.EMORANDU.M ON SECTION 13 (c) 

1. NEGATIVE DECLARATION vHTH CH.l\NGED BURDEN OF PROOF 

Proposal from June 3 Memorandum: 

"Establish categories of capital grants that historically have 
had minimal, if any, adverse impact on transit employees. Such 
categories might include bus and rail car purchases which re
sult in no reduction in fleet size. In such cases, there could 
be a simple departmental declaration that no adverse impact is 
likely to ·occur, and that no specific 13(c) arrangement need be 
negotiated. ··, 

This procedure would shift the present burden of proof of adverse 
impact from local transit operators to.the unions or the employees. 

Provide a review procedure whereby an employee or union could ask 
for special protective arrangements in connection with any grant 
based upon a showing of a substantial prospect of 'adverse impact.'" 

Department of Labor Position: 

The -.Department .. of Labor questions the .legality of establishing 
·categories of :lg1TA assistanc~ where prior certification under 13(c) 
would no longer be required. The statute states that each 
" ... contract for the granting of any such assistance shall specify 
the terms and conditions of t-)le protective arrangements." The 
Solicitor of Labor has advised thqt implementation of a negative 
declaration procedure ~ould.b~ inconsistent with the statute and 
legislative history. His opinion le.tter is attached at Tab A. 

-~ 

Tl)~ ... P.e:e~rtm~n:t_oL-Labor--also-..objects .... from_,a.,..pol.icy standpoipt .t:<?_ 
the ,p:r;:.oposed .. negative declaration procedure. Establishing· cate- • 
gories of projects where individual certifications would not be 
required would abrogate..,the- national '"model >agreement which was 
negotiated only this past July to be effective through September, 
1977. This agreement, negotiated among representatives of the 
American Public Transit Association and of the national transporta
tion unions, set forth a ·recommended model• set of protective con- , 
ditions··for application ·in individual 13 (cT ·ag~eements relating 
to operating assistance. A separate memorandum from Lewis M. Gill 
(Tab B) , who mediated this agreement, sets forth the understanding 
of the parties that, while use of this agreement was to be 
encouraged, existing Labor Department case-handling procedures 
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including individual project notice and sign-off were to continue. 
Existing case-handling procedures \vere to stay in effect for 
capital, operating or demonstration projects not covered by the 
agreement. This agreement has served as the basis for approxi
mately 85 percent of Labor Department certifications for covered 
operating assistance projects during 1976. <Any:..unilateral change
in P.£.Q..f.~q.ures py_thE7 Labor Department would contravene the agree
ment of the p~~~ies~ 

Secondly, the proposed negative declaration procedure would shif~ 
to individual employees or their unions the- burden of establishing 
adverse impact resulting from Federal assistance. This would be a 
radical change from current procedure, since the common practice 
under existing agreements·is to place the burden of proof upon the 
employer. It would be very difficult, if not impossible, for 
employees to meet . this burden, since proof of causality requires 
familiarity with information peculiarly within the knowledge of 
the applicant. This shifted burden would detract substantially 
from the current level of employee'protections, and would in our 
view be inconsistent with the purposes of the statute. 

Given a major administrative change of this type, we would antici
pate that unions and individual employees--would frequently file , 
claims_of adverse impact- This \vould trigger a formal revie\-; pro
cedure, possibly including public hearings requiring DOL inquiry 
into the specifics of individual employee's cases. This process 
could-substantially ·delay"''the DOL certification~ and require a 
major increase in DOL staff to handle the workload. It would also 
create a burdensome two-step process for the parties: an administra
tive hearing on adverse impact, then possible grievance proceedings 
to d7termine rem7dies. Furtqer, as the DOL made determinat~ons re
gard1ng adverse 1mpact, a body of case law would develop wh1ch 
could affect labor and manag~~ent 1 s own decisions under grievance 
procedures in existing collective bargaining arrangements. The 
end result would be to create ·ye~~anothe-r area-wh~re ~Federal 
agencr-would b·e-:rs·su±n~deci·s.i:ons with-a potenti:al·ly- substantia-l 
impact-on-publi..~ng_pri va te_sec.tor _ac~tiyity. 

Department of Transportation Position: 

The Department of Transportation considers this a viable, desirable 
procedure, and believes that it is allowable within the law. 

As a matter of law, Se~tion 13(c) does not require protective 
arrangements in each and every contract for~sS:istance;·but rather 
only _in ~situations where employees would be adversely "a.ffected- by 
such assistance." There are classes of projects which do not 

. . 
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adversely affect employees, and the Secretary of 
ample administrative authority to so hold. This 
the way the provision was administered in 1965. 
counsel is attached at Tab C. 
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Labor has 
was, in fact, 
Opinion of 

While we support the application of the negative declaration 
approach to a range of projects as the June 3 memorandum suggests 
(and we have been assured that the omission of opera~ing assis
tance from that prOpOSal in your memorandum WaS an OVeis'ight) 1 

we could accept limi_ting its use to a single category of operating 
assistance project~. These would be grants where funds are prci- · 
vided in the nature of general purpose operating assistance 6r 
revenue sharing, and where the term 11 project" has no particula.r:. 
identity but is identified as a certain proportion of the total 
sum of money needed to operate an entire ·system. In such cases, 
adverse impacts seem inconceivable and the Secretary of Transporta
tion should be able to make grants without a 13(c) certification. 
Further, the Secretary of Transportation should require that there 
be included in UMTA operating assistance funding contracts a 
warranty by the grantee of no adverse impact, together with a 
co~~itment by such grantee to provide redress under Section 13(c) 
upon ~PY subseq~¢nt showing of actual adverse impact. 

As to the burden of proof problem, while it is difficult for 
either party to show that an alleged harm does or does not relate 
to the presence of Federal funds which are comingled in the 
operator's .budget, it certainly seems more equitable for the ·party 
who is charging he has been harmed to have to make that showing. 
A shift in the burden of proof to labor should not increase the 
filing of claims, but should rather cut down on any filing of 
frivolous charges. Once._a,_~~la.:i,rn_ is filed, the Labor Department 
will have to make a finding ~o matter which party has the burden 
of proof, so there' i's no bcf~ts for arguin·g "t!1a·t:. this proposal wl'll 

'"'··~·-~·. .. . ... """~""... .,,.,....... ~ .,.. --- . ~' 
cause adm~n1strat~ve prooiems. 

~ 

The- -presence of-a-negoti-ated--nationa-1:-mode·l-agreement-·does not 
alter~ef"desirabiTity of"""'rnoving to· a -negative declaration approac;h . 

.--That-agreement expires in 1:977 and was, at best, only a guideline~ 
the American Public Transit Association (APTA) was not negotiating 
as the bargaining representative of transit authorities and never 
pretended to be binding them. Moreover, the national model agree
ment is itself causing substantial problems and perpetuates an 
unnecessary collective bargaining procedure in a situation where 
that is unnecessary. APTA ·has now proposed a yery different 13(c) 
procedure affecting operating assistance, so the Department of 
Labor would not be abrogating the agreement on its own motion. 
There is an increasing number of requests for changes in 13(c) 
administration from every level of government; see, for example 
communications from the Governor of- Massachusetts and the Natio~al 
Association of Counties (NACO) at Tab D. 
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2. SET TIME LIMITS 

Proposal from June 3 Memorandum: 

"DOL could set time limits for the negotiation of agreements, 
after which the Secretary of Labor could make his own determin
a.tion of what arrangements constituted 'fair and equitable' pro
tection. DOL could provide conditional certifications so that 
UMTA funds could flow before critical deadlines were reached 
(end of the fiscal year, or exhaustion of local operating funds)." 

Department of Labor Position: 

The Department of Labor recognizes the advantages of establishing 
reasonable time frames for negotiations regarding protective 
arrangements 1ri certain project situations. The Department ob~ 
jects.-howe.veJ:., .. to standardized time limits that would apply . 
automatically. .to all p,r9jects \V'ithin a given category. The 
circumstances of individual grants and the protective arrangements 
that may be required vary considerably, even within a particular 
category of grant. The length of time required for both parties 
acting in good faith to negotiate an agreement on protective terms 
varies accordingly. Unless used selectively, time limits could 
thus cut shor~-the bar9aining process before agreement has been 
reached, even in __ cases where lack of certification is not delaying 
grant approyal. In addition, in many cases such time limits -will 
provide an·· incentive for one or both parties not to bargain in 
good faith, given the prospect that a particular level of protec
tions would be imposed by the Department of Labor at a certain 
point. Rigid time limits would therefore operate, in our vie\'l, 
to undercut the philosophy of the statute to encourage local col
lective bargaining. This philosophy is quite clearly stated in the 
legislative history. The House Committee Report on the Urban Mass 
Transportation Act of 1964 explicitly stated that "specific con
ditions for worker protection will normally be the product of 
local bargaining and negotiation." 

There-are cases-where-time lirn±ts are advisable, and the Department 
of Labor will apply them ·on a flexible basis-. ~'le will ask the 
Department of Transportation to identify those high-priority pro
jects where timely resolution of 13(c) issues is crucial to the 
administration of the mass transportation assistance program. 
These projects will be given expedited processing by the Department 
of Labor, including the setting of time limits. on negotiations 
where we consider appropriate. We_anticipate that such time limits 
will be infrequently imposed, since the 13(c) process has usually 
worked well without such limits in the past. In the great majority 
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of cases, certification occ~rs before UMTA is ready to approve 
the grant. Further, as labor, management and the Department of 
Labor have gained more experience under the program, the average 
processing time for 13(c) certifications has decreased substan
tially. Despite a tripling in case load since Fiscal Year 1974, 
average case processing time has been reduced from 3.5 months to 
2.5 months. 

Department of Transportation Position: 
. 

' . 

The position of the Department of Labor is not adequately res
ponsive to the problem or to the White House proposal. It would 
make time limits the exception rather than the rule. The 
Department of Transportation agrees that . time limits can 
reasonably vary with the type of grant involved, and if necessary 
with local conditions. But. time limits should be set, on a case 
by casa basis, in all cases where we indicate that there is a 
signi.:{icant possibility of funding.. In addition, we support the 
concept of an expedited processing track for those projects which 
DOT indicates to DOL have a high priority. 

We cannot agree that the 13(c) p~ocess has worked well without 
time limits in the past. Average processing 'time is deceptive 
as-a-measure,...since_i.t..J.umps the_ difficult.,.situations in .with 
routine-grants. In fact, the unconstrained procedures currently 
followed by DOL have resulted in the documented feeling by grantees 
that they are in an uneven bargaining position, and a perception 
that unions have a veto over transit grants. 

Nor would the introduction of time limits defy the legislative 
history. That legislative history makes clear that the Secretary 
of Labor is not expected to be guaded solely by a devotion to 
collective bargaining. For·axample, the 1963 Report of the 
Senate Committee on Banking and Currency on S.6 states: 

"The Committee expects that the Secretary of Labor in 
addition to providing the Administrator with technical 
assistance will assume responsibility for developing 
criteria as to the types of provisions that may be 
considered as necessary to insure that workers' interests 
are adequately protected against the kinds of adverse 
effects that may reasonably be anticipated in different 
types of situations." 

", 
Further, 12 years of experience in the program have resulted in 
rather standard arrangements, making the risk of injustice owing 
to a time constraint minimal. 

. . 
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Some procedural hedge against the possibility of failure to 
bargain in good faith seems ·appropriate. That can easily be 
accomplished by providing that any party seeking a direct 
certification by the Labor Department after expiration of the 
time period should have to make a showing that it has sought 
to bargain in good faith. 

3. MULTI-YEAR CERTIFICATIONS 

Proposal from June 3 Memorandum: 

"Instead of having each grant of Federal dollars give rise to 
a new 13(c) agreement, DOL could establish a policy of granting 
multi-year certifications -which would be good for all grants 
made within a specific period of time subject to review based 
upon the union or an employee showing . ' .adverse impact . ' " 

Department of Labor Position: 

The proposal calls for a certification for a particular authority 
for a specified period, presumably to cover all forms of operating, 
capital or demonstration assistance from UMTA. The Department of 
Labor believes that where the parties agree to their use, multi) 
year certifications can be a useful mechanism for improved admin
istration of Section 13 (c.·), particularly for the operating 
assistance grant program. In fact, the model agreement, which 
covers a period of three fiscal years, was a positive step in this 
direction. Multi-year, and multi-project, arrangements are also 
frequently negotiated between the parties under the capital grant 
program. Increase,d.,.util.ization of S\lc.b .agreements can and .. will ·'be 
encouraged' by-the· Department .JJf Labor. 

The Department of Labo'r wou1d.,.limit such certifications, however, 
to particular identifiable projects .involving multi-:-year funding 
unless t~e applicant and employee representatives were to agree 
to a broader protective arrangement. For the government to impose 
protective arrangements negotiated in one set of circumstances in 
a different set of circumstances runs counter to the basic premise 
of the statute that employee protections in individual cases be 
determined by collective bargaining. Project circumstances 
inevitably differ as a result of routine and recurring technologi
cal, operational and organizational changes. It is difficult, 
if not impossible, to predict what type of protections might be 
appropriate in the context of a particular operating, capital or 
demonstration project . ~ 
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Any such change in the Secr~tary of Labor's current certification 
practices would be inconsistent with the procedures agreed to and 
jointly recommended to him by the parties to the model agreement -. 
Furthermore, since the proposed procedure contemplates an admin
istrative mechanism for review of union or employee claims of 
adverse impact, a cumbersome administrative procedure could arise, 
presenting the same ·problems discussed under Issue No.1. 

Department of Transportation Position: 

The procedure the Department proposes would be better described 
as "recertifications based on existing agreements." In the ca:se 
of certain categories of grants which are routine and/or repetitive 
in nature, the Secretary of Labor should provide automatic certi
fication based upon the application to that grant of any pre
existing Section-~L3 (c) agreement · previously agreed to by the parties. 
~or a grant of that type. Such certification should be routinely 
made unless the grantee or' any affected employee shows cause within 
a reasonable period of time as to why some new protective arrange
ments need to be considered. 

This procedure should apply to a~ least the following categories 
of grants: 

(a) capital grants fo£ .R~£~pa~e or renovation of vehicles 
(including bUSeS 1 railcarS 1 Or Othe·:r •vehicleS) b'as'ed-· 
on a normal-equipment- replacement or maintenance cyc~e, 
not resulting in a contraction of service levels; 

{b) capital grants for refurbishing of rights-of-way, 
building, or other f "eal 1 property where., the- maintenance. 
-activity is closely sim.i.lar to :that:. C~!"-~ie_d,. out oveJ; a . 
_,period of years; · ,,._. 

{c) grants pursuant to specified multi-year programs of 
identifia:Ole projects. 

The model agreement is ir-relevant in tne context of this DOT 
proposal since that proposal deals only with capital grants 
while the model agreement _dealt only, with operat:ing assistance~ 

More in point, it can be argued that even though a grant might 
have the same content and impact from year to year, the circum
stances within which the parties might bargain-, on protective 
arrangements can change over time so that annual collective 
bargaining cannot be precluded. However, the Department of 

.. 
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Transportation does not feel that the law intended to permit or 
require an upward ratcheting of protective arrangements year 
after year even though the content or impact of the grant assistance 
does not vary. Once adequate protections have been certified, they 
should continue to apply to subsequent grants that have basically 
the same impact. 

4. SINGLE CERTIFICATION FOR SINGLE GRANT 

Proposal from June 3 Memorandum: 

11 0nly a single certification should be required for a given pro
ject, even if such a project is funded through several successive 
grant~ or grant amendments." 

Department of Labor Position: ··* 

The Department of Labor agrees that a single certification is 
feasible for a given project which may be funded through several 
successive grants or grant amendments as long as there is no change 
in the scope of the project. Such a practice is in fact utilized 
at present. 

The Department of Labor will develop appropriate procedures as 
outlined in our position on Issue No. 5. 

Department of Transportation Position: 

Concur. 

5. PROMULGATE AND PUBLISH RE~ULATIONS 

Proposal from June 3 Memorandpm: 

11 To assi~t all parties in participating in the 13{c) process, 
simple published regulations, should be available." 

Department of Labor Position: 

The Department of Labor will prepare and publish appropriate 
guidance for interested parties \vith respect to the orderly and 
timely administration of Section 13(c). While the Department is 
of the view that published regulations are appropriate, it may be 
advisable to defer initiating the formal rulemaking process until 
the Department has had further opportunity to confer with the 
Department of Transportation and with management and labor regarding 

' (

f(' 

~ 
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their current differences over the administration of the 13(c) 
program. The Department of "Labor plans to convene the standing 
committee contemplated in paragraph 9 of the Gill memorandum to 
assist in this consultative process. 

Department of Transportation Position: 

The Department of Transportation concurs but would urge that 
simple guidelines, rather than lengthy regulations issued through 
a formal rulemaking, would be a better way to proceed. 

·• 

.. 
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Nay 28, 1976 

!·I::0:IORA~\'DUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROf'l: Jk.'-IES CANNON 
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0 

DECISTON 

SUBJECT: POLICY OPTIONS FOR IHPROVING PROCEDURES UNDER 
SECTION 13 (c) OF THE URBAN M.Z\SS TRANSPORTATION 
ACT OF 1964, AS AEENDED 

BriCKGROUND: 

Section 13(c) of the 1964 UMTA Act (Amended) requires that 
before any Federal assistance is granted, The Secretary of 
Labor must certify that "fair and equitable" arrangements 
have been made for transit employees "affected'' by the grant. 
There are no published regulations governing 13(c). The 
p~esumption has developed that each and every grant of Federal 
dollars "affects" transit employees, and DOL has adop-ted a 
procedure whereby localities' applications for UMTA funds aro 
forwarded directly to transit union representatives in the 
geographical area requesting funds. The unions and the transit 
operators then engage in collective bargaining to arrive at 
protective arrangements whi6h the Secretary of Labor can certify 
as "fair and equitable." Union rules generally then require that 
the agreement be subject to the approval of the International 
Union. For.this reason, DOL almost never certifies an agreement 

-unless the 'International has approved it - but it can do so. 
UMTA may riot make a grant until the DOL certification is obtained. 

Transit operators, city and county officials, and UMTA heads 
have consistently expressed dissatisfaction with Section 13(c), 
and complaints from localities, documented as far back as 
1967, have become more vehement in recent months. The principal 
complaint is that unions use the 13(c) requirement and management's 
need for the UMTA funds to indirectly raise bargaining issues 
unrelated to the UMTA grant. This feeling is not well documented, 
but then it is not the kind of matter which lends itself to 
documentation. 

In 1974, an informal DOL-DOT task force was established to 
examine l3(c) procedures and make recommendations. ·At the staff 
level an impasse soon occurred and there was little result 
except for an increased tendency on the part of each Department 
to blame the other for any problems in the l3(c) process. 
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h·it~hin recent \ieeks \·:e have _heard of Section 13 (c) prot>lems in 
such diver~e locations as Omaha and Lincoln, Nebraska; Los Angel~s, 
California; Albuquerque, New Nexico; Nassau County, New York; arid 
Ocean County, New Jersey. In so~e instances we have been able 
to help expedite the process through Domestic Council inquiries. 

On M4rch 9, 1976, the Board of the Southern California Rapid 
Transit Dis·trict "reluctantly" approved a 13 (c) agreenent citing 
"economic duress." 

On March 30, 1976, the Board of the National Association of 
Counties passed a resolution requesting a thorough Federal 
review of 13(c) procedures which were found to "allow labor 
organizations to hold hostage needed UMTA grants;" ancl "make 
management of transit operations in an orderly, efficient and 
cost effective manner impossible." 

A current draft GAO Report, being made at the request of Senator 
John Tower, will include the following results of interviews with 
12 local grantees on 13(c) effects. Eight of the 12 feel DOL 
procedures put them in an uneven bargaining position \vi th the 
unions; none of 26 unions contacted felt they were in an uneven 
relationship. 

CURRENT ADHINISTRATION ACTIONS: 

On March 24, 1976, Jim Connor requested DOL and DOT to prepare a 
joint memorandum outlining 13(c) problems and possible Administration 
solutions. The Departments, unable to agree, have submitted 
separate papers. (At Tab A: DOT's submissions of April 8, 1976, 
and May 28, 1976; at Tab B: DOL's submissions of April 7, 1976 and 
April 21, 1976.) 

In mid-April the Domestic Council convened a meeting of the 
Administrator of UMTA and the Counselor to the Secretary of Labor 
in an effort to achieve some agreement on steps \'Thich could be 
taken. After an hour or more of discussion, it was apparent 
that representatives·of the two Departments could not even agree 
on the issues to be discussed or the facts surrounding the 
implementation of 13(c). The meeting did lead to the second 
series of memoranda from the two Secretaries and at least some 
clarification of the issues. 

Our discussions with all levels of the two Departments, including 
the two Secretaries, have been frequent and extensive but I do 
not bolieve Bill Coleman and Bill Usery have ever discussed th~ 
matter with each other. 

';-, 

' . 
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In early May the Domestic Council convened separate meetings 
~ith leading transit management representatives and with the 
loc~l government groups (National Association of Counties, etc.) 
to get first hand descriptions of their perception of the 
problems with the implementation of l3(c). 

Since last fall there have also been numerous contacts with 
i!lterested local officals, such as Pe·te Schabarum \~·ho serves on 
the Board of the Southern California Rapid Transit District. 

Transit management and local governoent officials have expressed 
considerable pleasure at our willingness to look into the-13(c) 
process but also some concern at the slow progress they perceive 
us to be making. 

DISCUSSION: 

Although some critics of Section 13(c) would like us to assault 
its philosophic underpinnings, legislative change is clearly 
unattainable and probably undesirable. The root of most of 
the problem, in any event, is not Section 13 (c} but the \'iC:l.Y it 
has been implemented. 

There is little dispute that workers who are adversely affected 
by the grant of Federal money should be recompensed. The grants 
themselves, however, should not be the vehicles for escalation 
of wages and benefits. 

Because DOL and DOT have basically not worked together on this 
issue, we have been unable to define specific proposed Adninistration 
action. We have, however, identified several steps which we believe 
can and should be taken. 

RECOI·li•IENDATIONS: 

I recommend that you instruct Secretaries Usery and Coleman to 
address the specific proposals which follow and, within one week, 
to submit final, joint recommenda~ions to you for decision. 

P.~GREE DISAGREE 
----~-------------------
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I reconmtcncl that the spec if: ic proposals ·to be addressed in~ 
elude: 

l. Simplification of procedures under existing law. 
example: 

SET 'TIME LIMITS 

For 

DOL could set time limits for the negotiation of 
agreements, after which the Secretary of Labor 
could make his m·m determination of Hha·t arrange
ments constituted ''fair and equitable" protection. 
DOL could provide conditional certifications so 
that UMTA funds could flow before critical deadlines 
were reached (end of the fiscal year, or exhaustion 
of local operating funds). 

MULTI-YEAR CERTIFICA'I'IONS 

Instead of having each grant of Federal dollars 
give rise to a new 13(c) agreement (often more 
than one per year per city) DOL could establish a 
policy of granting multi-ye~r certifications which 
would be good for all grants made within a specific 
period of time (three years) subject to review 
based upon the union or an employee shmdng "adverse 
impact." 

SINGLE CERTIFICATION FOR SINGLE GRANT 

Only a single certification should be required for 
a given capital project, even if such a project is 
funded through several successive grants or grant 
am~ndments. (This would be the case for a riew 
rapid transit system, where UMTA makes a multi
year commitment-of funds and liquidates that 
commitment over. time 'l.d th a series of annual 
grants. Under present practice each such annual 
grant requires a separate 13(c) agreement, collectively 
bargained and certified.) 
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l'IJ~GATIVE DECLARA'I'I00JS WITH CHANGED BURDEN O.F PHGO~~· 

DOT and DOL could establish categories of capital 
grants that historic.::tlly h::;.ve had minimal 1 if ar..y, 
adverse impa8t on transit er::tployees. Such cat.e
gories would include bus a~d rail car purchases 
\•7hich result in no reduction in fleet size. In. 
such cases, there could be a simple departm,::!ntal 
declaration that no adverse impact is likely to 
occur, and that no speci£ic 13(c) arrangemetit nee~ 
be negotiated. 

This would shift the present burden of proof from 
local transit operators (to prove that the Federal 
dollars will not harm employees) to the unions (to 
prove that there is an adverse impact.) 

A revi~'l·l procedure could be provided \•lhereby an 
employee or union could ask for special protective 
arrangements in connection with any grant based 
upon a showing of a substantial prospect of "adverse 
impact." 

AGREE DISAGREE 

2. Promulgate and Publish Regulations 

Regulations were drafted in 1974 and 1975 but never 
finalized. Such guidelines would assist all parties in 
participating in the l3(c) pro8ess. 

AGREE DISAGREE 

3. I recommend that the Domestic Council be charged with 
co-ordinating this effort. 

AGREE DISAGR.r~E 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 26, 1976 

MEETING WITH SECRETARIES COLEMAN AND USERY 

I. PURPOSE 

Tuesday, July 27, 1976 
The Oval Office 

4:00 p.m. (30 minutes) 

From: Jim Cannon-1{1j?.~tJ 
~61{_ ~{It 

You approved a meeting requested by Secretaries Usery 
and Coleman to discuss regulatory reforms and improve
ments in the Administration of labor protective arrange
ments under Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transit Act 
of 1964 (as amended) . 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Background 

The Departments of Labor and Transportation have 
agreed on one of the proposals you made to simplify 
the 13(c) process: granting single certifications 
for single Federal grants. They reached partial 
agreement on your recommendation that written 13(c) 
rules should be promulgated, but disagreed on 
when and how. They disagreed on the remaining 
three proposals. The decision memorandum of 
July 16 is attached at Tab A. 

Secretaries Usery and Coleman have not met to discuss 
l3(c). Bill Usery believes he should inform you 
personally of some of the complications for Labor posed 
by these proposals. Both Secretaries wish this meeting 
with you prior to finalizing decisions on 13(c). 
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B. Participants 

DOL: Secretary Usery 
Michael Moskow, Under-Secretary 

DOT: Secretary Coleman 
Robert Patricelli, Urban Mass Transit 

Administrator· 

Domestic Council: James M. Cannon 
Arthur Quern 
David Lissy (Labor) 
Judith Hope (Transportation) 

C. Press Plan 

No press coverage. 

Talking Points 

1. I know you have all worked very hard on 
this 13(c) issue, and I want to thank you 
for your time and thoughtful recommendations. 
As you know, this issue is very important to 
everyone involved with public transportation 
the cities, the transit operators, and the 
employees. 

2. The five proposals I asked you to consider 
attempt to simplify this process for everyone. 

3. I was glad to see that you reached agreement 
on one of the proposals, and partial agreement 
on another. These are important steps in the 
right direction. 

4. Jim {Cannon), how would you like to proceed on 
the issues which are in dispute? 

5. Again, I want you to know how much I appreciate 
your hard work on this issue, and your coming 
over to share your views on it with me today. 

Background Guidance 

1. You may wish to congratulate Bill Coleman on: 

{a) The favorable front page coverage in the 
New York Times last Thursday; July 22, 
announcing $340 million in transit aid t,d' 
seven U.S. cities. 
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(b) Remaining firm on the Denver transit 
grant decision; Denver is now going 
our way, and planning expanded bus 
services with UMTA help. 



THE WHITE HOUSE DECISION 
WASHINGTON 

July 15, 1976 

MENORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

BACKGROUND: 

JAMES CANNON 

Report and Recommendations of Secretaries 
Usery and Coleman for Improving Procedures 
Under Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass 
Transportation Act of 1964, as Amended 

As you know section 13(c) of the 1964 UMTA Act (Amended) 
requires that before any Federal assistance for Mass Transit 
is granted, the Secretary of Labor must certify that "fair 
and equitable" arrangements have been made for transit 
employees "adversely affected" by the grant. 

Although the intent of this provision of the law was sound, 
many believe the procedures have been manipulated so that, 
even where there is no "adverse" effect on workers, the 
process is used to win higher wages and increased fringe 
benefits: if transit operators do not agree to these terms, 
the unions will not approve the certification, DOL will not 
certify under 13(c), and UMTA funds will not flow. Transit 
operators, city and county officials, and UMTA heads have 
consistently expressed dissatisfaction with Section 13(c), 
and complaints from localities, documented as far back as 
1967, have become more vehement in recent months. 

The National Conference of Governors, the National Association 
of Counties and the National League of Cities have all gone on 
record in recent weeks urging changes in the 13(c) process similar 
to those put forward by the Department of Transportation. 

On June 2, 1976, you reviewed a May 28, 1976, memorandum 
(attached at Tab B) describing the history of the 13(c) 
problem and directed Bill Coleman .and Bill Usery to try to 
reach agreement on specific proposals for improving the 
13(c) process. 
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SUfilNARY OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS : 

After extensive discussions and lengthy exchanges of written 
as well as oral views, DOL and DOT reached agreement on two 
of the five proposals you made: (1) granting a single certi
fication for a single Federal grant, and (2) publication of 
regulations or guidelines. There ,.;as disagreement on three 
proposals: (1) Establishing that certain catagories of 
grants have no adverse impact, and giving a "negative 
declaration" that, since no such impact is likely to occur, 
the 13(c) certification process is unnecessary; (2) setting 
time limits for the DOL decision process; and (3) granting a 
single multi-year certification for projects which result 
from a single, UMTA grant decision. Their joint paper is 
attached at Tab A .. 

We have shared with some of your senior advisers the respective 
positions of the two Departments; their views are noted below. 

ISSUES: 

1. NEGATIVE DECLARATION WITH CHANGED BURDEN OF PROOF. 

Pursuant to your decision on June 3d, you proposed that DOT 
and DOL could establish categories of capital and operating 
assistance grants that historically have had minimal, if any, 
adverse impact on transit employees. Such categories would 
include bus and rail car purchases which result in no 
reduction in fleet size. In such cases, there could be a 
simple departmental declaration that no adverse impact is 
likely to occur, and that no specific 13(c) arrangement need 
be negotiated~· 

This would shift the present burden of proof from local 
transit operators {to prove that the Federal dollars 
will not harm employees) to the unions (to prove that 
there is an adverse impact.) 

A review procedure could also be provided whereby an 
employee or union could also ask for special protective 
arrangements in connection with any grant based upon a 
showing of a substantial prospect of "adverse impact." 

OPTIONS: 

(a) Department of Labor Position. 

The Department of Labor questions the legality of · 
this "negative declaration," and objects to it from 
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a national policy standpoint as well. They argue that 
the recoTh~ended national model agreement for 13(c) 
certification, negotiated a year ago, would be 
abrogated by such a procedure. Further, shifting the 
present burden of proof from the operators {to prove 
there is no adverse impact) to unions and employees 
(to prove there is such adverse impact) would be unfair, 
and might increase the delays already present in DOL 
13(c) certifications. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position. 

While DOT urges that 13(c) requires certification only 
\vhere employees are actually "adversely affected," 
Bill Coleman offers a compromise: limit the certification 
procedures to standard operating or revenue sharing type 
grants. DOT could require that any such operating 
assistance funding include a warranty by the transit 
district that no "adverse impact" will result, together 
\vith a promise to redress any such grievance if it shmvs 
up late:~;. 

(c) Compromise Position. 

Rather than calling this procedure a 11 negative declaration," 
a category could be established called 11 Standardized 
approvals." In recurring grants, the Secretary of Labor 
on his own initiative, could require that certain Labor 
protections be guaranteed in the granting contract, 
without the need for the collective bargaining 
process. DOL did just this on a recent demonstration 
project grant for the lower east side of Manhattan, 
approval dated June 4. 

On this issue, your advisors recommend as follows: Buchen {Schmults), 
Freidersdorf, Hartmann, OMB, Marsh, and Cannon support the 
compromise position. Greenspan favors (legislative) repeal 
of 13(c), at least for grants involving operating expenses 
and capital grants for the purchase or repair of equipment. 
If that is not feasible, he supports the initial DOT position: 
negative declarations for all UMTA grants. Seidman recommends 
further arbitration between the two Departments to achieve 
consensus. 
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(a) DOL position ------

(b) DOT position ------
(c) Compromise position ------
(d) Further discussion between DOL and DOT ------

2. SET TI.rviE LifvliTS 

You urged the t\vO Departments to cut the red tape in the 
13(c) process by setting time limits for the negotiation 
of agreements. 

OPTIONS 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

The Department of Labor argues that the 13(c) process 
has usually worked well without time limits but agrees 
that a limited category of reasonable time frames should 
be established. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT disagrees that the 13(c) process 
basically well without time limits. 
time limits be set on a case by case 
cases where DOT indicates that there 
possibility of funding. 

has worked 
DOT urges that 
basis in all 
is a significant 

On this issue,: your advisors recommend as follows: Buchen (Schmults), 
Freidersdorf, and Hartmann recommend the DOT position; Greenspan 
and Marsh recommend the DOL position; Seidman, Cannon and 
OMB recommend that DOL and DOT continue to seek a joint 
solution; if that is not possible, OMB recommends the DOT 
position. (I believe that if the other issues are resolved as 
recommended, this issue will become less important.} 

(a) DOL position ------
(b) DOT position ------
(c) Continued discussion ------

3. MULTI-YEAR CERTIFICATIONS 

You asked the two Departments to consider granting multi
year certifications for projects which result. from a 
single UMTA grant decision. 
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OPTIONS: 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

DOL agrees that multi-year certifications would be 
useful so long as the parties agree to their use. 
They would limit such certifications to particular 
projects involving multi-year funding unless, 
through collective bargaining, the parties agree 
to broader protections. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT urges that the proposed procedure is merely a 
piggy-back or recertification procedure based on 
existing agreements already collectively bargained 
bet\veen the parties. It should apply to three 
categories of repetitive grants: 

{1) Grants for normal equipment replacement; 

(2) Grants for maintenance carried out over a 
period of years, such as repairs on rights
of-way; 

(3) Grants for specified multi-year programs on 
identifiable projects. 

DOT urges that labor protections, once certified by 
DOL, should continue to apply to subsequent capital 
grants that have basically the same impact. 

On this issue, your advisors recommend as follows: Buchen (Schmults), 
Friedersdorf, Greenspan, Hartmann, OMB, Marsh and Cannon 
recommend the DOT position. Seidman recommends continued 
discussion between DOL and DOT. 

(a) DOL position ------
{b) DOT position ------
(c) Hare DOL-DOT discussion ------

4. SINGLE CERTIFICATIONS FOR SINGLE GRANT 

DOL and DOT agree that this should be done, so long as 
there is no change in the scope of the project. 

,.-
·•'' \. ·-· ,,· .; 
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On this issue your advisors unanimously recommend that you agree 
with the proposal. 

AGREE DISAGREE ------------------ ------------------

5. PROMULGATE AND PUBLISH REGULATIONS 

The two Departments basically agree that guidelines for the 
13(c) process, not formal regulations, should be published. 
Although clear rules are needed, formal regulations would be 
complex and might serve only to institutionalize the defects 
in the l3(c) process which are already thorns in the sides 
of local officials. 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

DOL recommends the deferral of formal rule making until 
the two Departments can consult '\vith those affected by 
13 (c) • 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT urges that simple guidelines, rather than lengthy 
regulations, be published, and that this be done quickly. 
DOT questions the need for further delays or consultations, 
since all affected parties have been making their views 
known for over 8 years. (Simple guidelines could be 
published in 60 days.) 

On this issue your advisors unanimously recommend that simple 
guidelines, not complex regulations, can and should be issued within 
60 days and that the 2 Departments should consult together to achieve 
this. 

AGREE DISAGREE -------- ---------

Secretaries Usery and Coleman have requested a meeting with you 
to discuss this question. 

Hartmann and Cannon recommend: approve meeting. Buchen (Schmults), 
Freidersdorf, Greenspan, OMB and Marsh express no opinion on 
holding a meeting. Seidman recommends that, to conserve scarce 
Presidential time, you direct me to arbitrate the issues and, 
if resolution remains impossible, to advise you on decision of 
these issues. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 27, 1976 

SUB.JEC T: 

Jrn~ zt!it 
JUDini RIOll\RDS ~ 
13(c) Briefing 

-
.ME:r-VRANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

Attached is the correct tab for the briefin0 paper for tooays reeting 
wit.'fJ. the President. 

Attachrent 
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THE WHITE HOUSE DECISION 

WASHINGTON 

July 16, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JIM CANNO~~ 
SUBJECT: Report a~Recommendations of Secretaries 

Usery and Coleman for Improving Procedures 
Under Section 13(c) of_the Urban Mass 
Transportation Act of 1964, as Amended 

SUMMARY OF ISSUE 

The fundamental issue is whether to continue existing 
Federal procedures that impose higher labor costs on 
transit operators and on city and county governments; 
or whether to simplify these procedures and thereby 
alienate certain employees of transit operators and 
the unions which represent them. 

BACKGROUND 

Section 13(c) of the 1964 UMTA Act (Amended) requires 
that before any Federal assistance for Mass Transit is 
granted, the Secretary of Labor must certify that "fair 
and equitable" arrangements have been made for transit 
employees "adversely affected" by the grant. 

Although the intent of this provision of the law was 
sound, many believe the procedures have been manipulated 
so that, even where there is no "adverse" effect on workers, 
the_process is used to win higher wages and increased 
fringe benefits; if transit operators do not agree to 
these terms, the unions will not approve the certification, 
DOL will not certify under 13(c), and UMTA funds will not 
flow. Transit operators, city and county officials and 
UMTA heads have consistently expressed dissatisfaction 
with Section 13(c), and complaints from localities, 
documented as far back as 1967, have become more vehement 
in recent months. 

The National Conference of Governors, the National 
Association of Counties and the National League of Cities 
have all gone on record in recent weeks urging changes in 
the 13(c) process similar to those put forward by the 

·Department of Transportation. 
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On June 2, 1976, you reviewed a May 28, 1976 memorandum 
(attached at Tab ·B) describing the history of the 13(c) 
problem and directed Bill Coleman and Bill Usery to try to 
reach agreement on specific proposals for improving the 
13(c) process. 

SUMMARY OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

After extensive discussions and lengthy exchange of written 
as well as oral views, Mike Moskow, for Department of Labor, 
and Robert Patricelli, Administrator of UMTA, reached 
agreement on one of the five proposals you made, partial 
agreement on another, and no agreement on the remaining 
three proposals. (The joint paper is attached at Tab A). 

Secretary Usery and Secretary Coleman have not met to 
discuss or attempt to resolve these issues. Secretary Usery 
told me today that he believes no useful purpose would be 
served in an Usery-Coleman meeting at this time. Usery 
believes he should talk with you personally about some of 
the implications to Labor of these issues. 

The issue on which Department of Labor and Department of 
Transportation agree is the granting of a single certificate 
for a single Federal grant. 

The issue on which there is partial agreement is publication 
of regulations or guidelines. 

The issues on which there is major disagreement are these: 

ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED 

1. NEGATIVE DECLARATION WITH CHANGED BURDEN OF PROOF. 

Pursuant to your decision on June 3, you proposed that 
DOT and DOL could establish categories of capital and · 
operating assistance grants that historically have had 
minimal, if any, adverse impact on transit employees. 
Such categories would include bus and rail car purchases 
which result in no reduction in fleet size. In such 
cases, there could be a simple departmental declaration 
that no adverse impact is likely to occur, and that no 
specific 13(c) arrangement need be negotiated. 

This would shift the present burden of proof from local 
transit operators (to prove that the Federal dollars 
will not harm employees) to the unions (to prove that 
there-r5 an adverse impact.) 
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A review procedure could also be provided whereby 
an employee or union could also ask for special 
protective arrangements in connection with any grant 
based upon a showing of a substantial prospect of 
"adverse impact." 

OPTIONS: 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

The Department of Labor questions the legality of 
this "negative declaration," and objects to it from 
a national policy standpoint as well. They argue 
that the recommended national model agreement for 
13(c) certification, negotiated a year ago under 
the auspices of Secretary Dunlop, would be abrogated 
by such a procedure. Further, shifting the present 
burden of proof from the operators (to prove there 
is no adverse impact) to unions and employees (to 
prove there is such adverse impact) would be unfair, 
and might increase the delays already present in 
DOL 13(c) certifications. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

While DOT urges that 13(c) requires certification 
only where employees are actually "adversely affected," 
Bill Coleman offers a compromise: limit the certi
fication procedures to standard operating or revenue 
sharing type grants. DOT could require that any such 
operating assistance funding include a warranty by 
the transit district that no "adverse impact" will 
result, together with a promise to redress any such 
grievance if it shows up later. 

(c) Compromise Position 

Rather than calling this procedure a "negative 
declaration," a category could be established called 
"standardized approvals." In recurring grants, the 
Secretary of Labor on his own initiative, could 
require that certain Labor protections be guaranteed 
in the granting contract, without the need for the 
collective bargaining process. DOL did just this 
on a recent demonstration project grant for the lower 
east side of Manahattan, approved June 4. 
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DOL Position: Supported by none. ----------------
DOT Position: Supported by none. 

--------------~ 

Compromise Position: Supported by ---------------- Buchen (Schmults), Friedersdorf, 
Hartmann, OMB, Marsh, Seidman, and 
Cannon. 

Greenspan favors (legislative) repeal of 13(c), at 
least for grants involving operating expense and 
capital grants for the purchase or repair of equipment. 
If that is not feasible, he supports the initial DOT 
position: negative declarations for all UMTA grants. 

2. SET TIME LIMITS 

You urged the two Departments to cut the red tape in 
the 13(c) process by setting time limits for the 
negotiation of agreements. 

OPTIONS: 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

The Department of Labor argues that the 13(c) 
process has usually worked well without time 
limits but agrees that a limited category of 
reasonable time frames should be established. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT disagrees that the 13(c) process has worked 
basically well without time limits. DOT urges 
that time limits be set on a case-by-case basis 
in all cases where DOT indicates that there is 
a significant possibility of funding. 

DOL Position: Supported by Greenspan 
--------------~ and Marsh. 

________________ DOT Position: Supported by Buchen (Schmults), 
Friedersdorf, Hartmann, Seidman and Cannon. 
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3. MULTI-YEAR CERTIFICATIONS 

You asked the two Departments to consider granting 
multi-year certifications for projects which result 
from a single UMTA grant decision. 

OPTIONS: 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

DOL agrees that multi-year certifications would 
be useful so long as the parties agree to their 
use. They would limit such certifications to 
particular projects involving multi-year funding 
unless, through collective bargaining, the parties 
agree to broader protections. 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT urges that the proposed procedure is merely a 
piggy-back or recertification procedure based on 
existing agreements already collectively bargained 
between the parties. It should apply to three 
categories of repetitive grants: 

(1) Grants for normal equipment replacement; 

(2) Grants for maintenance carried out over a 
period of years, such as repairs on rights
of-way; 

(3) Grants for specified multi-year programs on 
identifiable projects. 

DOT urges that labor protections, once certified 
by DOL, should continue to apply to subsequent 
capital grants that have basically the same impact. 

DOL Position: Supported by none. --------
_________ DOT Position: Supported by Buchen (Schmults), 

Friedersdorf, Greenspan, Hartmann, OMB, 
Marsh, Seidman and Cannon. 
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4. PROMULGATE AND PUBLISH REGULATIONS 

The two Departments basically agree that guidelines 
for the 13(c) process, not formal regulations, should 
be published. Although clear rules are needed, formal 
regulations would be complex and might serve only to 
institutionalize the defects in the 13(c) process which 
are already thorns in the sides of local officials. 

(a) Department of Labor Position 

DOL recommends the deferral of formal rule-making 
until the two Departments can consult with those 
affected by 13(c). 

(b) Department of Transportation Position 

DOT urges that simple guidelines, rather than 
lengthy regulations, be published, and that this 
be done quickly. DOT questions the need for 
further delays or consultations, since all affected 
parties have been making their views known for 
over 8 years. (Simple guidelines could be 
published in 60 days.) 

DOL Position: Supported by none. ----------------

DOT Position: Supported unanimously by ----------------

REQUEST FOR MEETING 

all your advisors. They recommend that 
the two Departments should consult 
together to achieve this. 

Secretaries Usery and Coleman have requested a meeting with 
you to discuss this question. 

________________ Approve Meeting: Supported by Hartmann, 
Seidman, and Cannon. "--~·~ro 1!.J 

_______________ Disapprove Meeting. 

Buchen (Schmults), Friedersdorf, Greenspan, OMB and 
Marsh express no opinion on holding a meeting. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 28, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JIM CANNON 

FROM: JUDITH RICHARDS 

SUBJECT: 13(c) Meeting with 
and Coleman -- Mo 
The Oval Office 

After preliminary remarks, the President will ask you to 
direct this meeting. Of the five specific proposals that 
the President asked the Secretaries to consider, there is 
agreement on one, partial agreement on another, and dis
agreement on the remaining three. 

I believe DOL's basic position will be that what is 
proposed is a retreat from COLLECTIVE BARGAINING. DOT's 
basic position will be that they propose regulatory reform 
of a governmental process that has gone astray over the 12 
years since the first mass transit legislation was passed (1964). 

Bill Coleman has the better side of the issues, particularly 
in view of the loud and justifiable complaints from state 
and local officials and transit operators across the country. 

I suggest, therefore, that you ask Bill Usery to begin by 
discussing his basic reasons for opposing most of the 
President's 13(c) proposals. He will raise questions of strong 
Union opposition and perceptions by workers that the 
Administration is against them and against the principle of 
collective bargaining. NOTE: Bill Usery ran the 13(c) program 
for DOL for nearly two years, and is an architect of its current 
structure. 

Bill Coleman's response will probably be an attack on the DOL 
assumption that all UMTA grants must trigger the collective 
bargain1ng process. When passed, 13(c) was supposed to come 
in to play only when local employees were "adversely affected" 
by Federal grants, not each time a grant is made. 
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NOTE: The 13(c) concept was "borrowed" from Amtrak railroad 
Ieglslation: Federal dollars used to shore up rails often 
cause the relocation of workers from one state to the next, 
the laying off of workers on bankrupt railroads, and other 
severe and "adverse" impacts. National protections and 
standards for a nationwide system were the result. 

In the transit situation, however, there is no nationwide 
system, yet 13(c) has begun to set nationwide transit wages. 
Albuquerque's recent 1 1/2 year-long 13(c) negotiation covered 
provisos from New York, Texas, and California. Further, 
Federal money has served to: expand transit systems (going 
broke under private ownership) , increase the number of jobs, and 
raise wages. Nevertheless, grants for operating assistance (in 
the nature of special revenue sharing) have become occasions for 
collective bargaining to increase wages and benefits, on the 
erroneous theory that there is "adverse" impact. 

If there is time or need, there can be a discussion of the specific 
unresolved issues. I suggest the following order. 

1. Negative Declaration/Warranty. This is the toughest issue, 
and the most basic. 

2. 

Presently, there is virtually no way for transit officials 
to avoid the annual 13(c) bloodletting because they are 
faced with the impossible burden of proving that a grant of 
Federal money will not adversly affect their employees. 

This proposal would shift the burden to the employees, 
to prove they ~ harmed, with a grievance procedure set up. 

Multi-year 13(c) certifications. Often moneys 
grant decision go out over a period of years. 
a piggyback of the 13(c) certifications, not a 
process each year. 

from one UMTA 
There should be 
re-negotiation 

3. Setting time limits for the DOL 13{c) certification process. 
Transit and c1ty officials who need the Federal dollars 
to continue operations should not be forced to cave in to union 
demands a day or two before the end of the fiscal year. 

Example: Los Angeles Rapid Transit District (RTD) 
this year ok'd the union's demands under protest, 
at the 11th hour, claiming "economic duress." 
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4. Promulgate Guidelines. One reason the 13(c) process is 
thought arbitrary is that there have never been any written 
guidelines. 

DOT and DOL agree this should be done, but disagree on 
when (DOL would postpone) and what (DOL: formal rulemaking, 
versus DOT: simple guidelines, do-able in 30-60 days.) 

If the President announces any decisions at the meeting, we 
should end with the two secretaries agreeing on the next steps 
to be taken to implement the decisions. 

cc: Jim Cavanaugh 
Art Quern 
David Lissy 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Nancy in Friedersdorf's office 
called and would like a copy 
of our response back to 
McCollister's letter of July 29. 

Moe is to get back to us on 
who has the action. 

\' 

(Olr-C'Y J 
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FOREIGN COMMERCE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE 

COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
ACTIVITIES OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 



Honorable William J. Usery 
Pqe2 
July 29, 1976 

~r. Secretary, J belleve that adherence to the prlndple that anployee protectlan 
agreements are best arrived at throu&h local bar&alnin& and negotiation leads to the 
concluslan that etro Area Transit's ll(C) aareemmt Is indeed valld and that c:ertW
cation af the appllc:atlan should be &ranted at the earliest poulble date. I base thls 
judpt81t on these factorsa 

1. The existln& 13(C) ap-eement has previously been certified by the 
Secretary of Laber as bein& "fair and equitable." On the basls of that 
agreem81t, MAT has appUed for and received approximately $10 million 
in Federal assistance. 

2. The exlstln& Jl(C) agreement, approved in July, 197,, was llped by 
an partie~, lncluclns the affec1ed unions. That apeem is effective 
throup June lO, 1977. 

3. To quote directly from MA 1"s position paper a •t. the absence of amendatory 
lesJIIatlon ar a chan&• in local standards of protective arrang ments which 
auarantee aplnst a worsening of employees' posltlan, lt would seem highly 
improbable that what once were certlfled to be fair and equitable arrqements 
have dlsslpated to such a state that they can no lonpr be considered as 
such." 

'· The Nebraska CCU't of Industrial Relations to which this case was referred 
ruled : •The Court has no problem in declaring that there is a valid and 
IUbslstln& collective barpinln& aareement between the parties, lncludlna 
the present 13(C) agreemwat-• 

n.efore, Mr. Secretary, I tr&e you to give MAT's position y016 earnest and favorable 
conslderatlan. The transit authority hal met the requirements of the law 1n the past. 
Unless there 1s new evidence to Indicate that its employee protection arranaements 
are no lqer "fair and equitable", and thus, not in compliance with the law, then 
I see no reason for the Department to deny c:ertlflcatlan. 

Thank you for ycu attentlan to this matter. J would be happy to dltcua it further 
should it be necessary. 

JYM/hlc 

l!nclosure 
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OWNED BY TNE TRANSIT AUTNOR/TY C/1 Y OF OMAHA , 

• 1 

. 
RE: Tr~nsJt Authority of the City of Omaha 

Grant flo. HE-OS-If003:~ -
Operating Assistance :-• . 1976:o 

Dear Hr. Lelury: 

By carbon copy of your letter to Hr. H. A. Goldstein. dated June 11. 1976, the Transit 
Authority of the City of Omaha \otas requested to subm~t a "statement of .position" with 
respect to the issues surrounding the l)(c) requirements of t~e 196~ UMTA Act as 
amended. This Jetter fs responsive to said request. 

The Transit Authority· of the Ctty-' of Omclha feelS no need to regenerate the history of 
the development of the Issues which have brought us to .the need for a "position state
ment." We feel that a1_1 parties .concerned are weJJ aware of what bas transpired. 

The Transit Authorl ty of the CJ ty of Omaha has previously and ·clearly .stated their 
"position." In spite of a highly- vacillating position by the· unlonf:' the Transit 
Authority of ~he City of Omaha has maintained a single• consistent position with regard 
to these Issues. In our correspondence to Hr. Fasser. dated Harch 19 • . 1976. we stated 
as foJJows: · . 

POSIT I Oil OF AUTUORJTY 

We have fair and equitable protective ,arrangements whi-ch satisfy .. the 
requirements of Section ll(c). . of<t~. ·Act, as<amendedi.evtdenced by .the 
existing 13{c) agreement as Incorporated ln:our c:q11eetlve bargaining-. 
agreements. fn executing the collective bcirga .lnf.ng .· agr~ents .the 
unlons have ·tonflnned .. that posl tlon and~ estopped. themselves<.from:··.ftOW<i,·· ~+-· 
asserting otherwise. In view of this,, we see no need- for prior .. wn .. :·::, 
tract wi tb niU. \le, request that the ·Secretary of labor detenAlne .. that 
we are. in COillpltance wi.th Section l3(c) and certify .. .-Ollr grant app.J fcation.-. 

<,, .. 

·. 

Subsequently. and as a result of a position assumed by the union that the. Inclusion of 
the local 13(c) agreement lnto the local collective bargaining. agreement was not binding 
on the parties, the Transit Authority of the City of Omaha Instituted a~ actlon In The 
Nebraska Court of Industrial Relations for a declaration of the rights of the parties 

2615 CUMING STREET • OMAHA. NEB.RASKA 68131 

l 
1 
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Honorable Bernard Delury 
July 23, 1976 
Page 2 

under theIr co11ect1ve bargaining agreement. On:-Junc t8, 1976, The Nebraska Court 
of Industrial Relations Issued tts Memorandum and Order. 1n the above referenced .. 
action (attached and transmitted• herewith). The Memor-andum ancf Order speclflcol1y· 
held that ••. there Is a valid and subsisting cot'Jectlve bargal'n1ng agreement between 
the part les, lnc.Judlng the present 13 (c) agr_eement ••• thus conflr!Jtlng: :our position 
as hereinabove set forth. 

No such court actlon \oMS required for loc:al 6554~ whfch :also represents employees _of 
the Transit Authority of the City of Omaha, to acknowledge that fal~ and equitable 
arrangements have- been made. In fact. ncgot1at I on· wlth t.ocal I·SS4· on our new-collec
tive bargaining agreement effective 7/1176 has resulted 1n. complete.- acceptance and a 
continuation of· an ldentlcaJ 13(c) agreement~ 

The Transit Authort ty of the Cfty of Olnaha may be somewhat unique : In that we have,
through the local col Jectlve barga lnlng process, . Included the · 13(c) In our collective 
bargaining agreement. The State of lfebraska Is unique in that it prQVIdes judicially 
for the resolution of industrial disputes pertaining to public employ~es- l~ Transit 
Authority of the Clty of Omaha elected to institute action in the Court of Industrial 
Relations since we recognize that It was not with1n the- purview of tbe,--Seeretary of 
the Department of Labor to interpret collective bargafnlng_ agre~ents. 

However, the Transit Authority of the City of Omaha does recognize tho responslbil ity-'· 
of the Secretary to determine "falr and equ1table· arra·ngell'lents" wJthln the spirit and 
intent of Section 13(c) of the Act • . Evidently the. TW had previously recognized this 
respons i bl1lty, for our present 13 (c)_ agreeMent states-;·. 

WHEREAS, Section 3{c),· amf ,. l3(c)-:of·.·th8 Act ·require:a·S. ·a'· conditlon 
of any assistance thereunder that fair and equitable arrangements 
be made as determ.tned by the Secretary :of labor nto _protect: the 
interest of employees affected by such:. assistance;-c~• and :-~'~· ",':.: 

\IHEREAS, the parties hereto now desire to assi-st the. Secretary of 
Labor by agreeing upon such arrangements •o-protect the interests:.~: 
of employees, represented by the union as wi II be fatr and:'.···t~'-~ 
equitable; 

While the union has refu-sed to accept t,he binding e.ffec't of our 13(c). agreement, the 

I 
I 

l 
l 

Nebr•ska Court of Industrial- RelatJons ··Deci5ion now:.requl·res· acteptancfl... Therefore, j 
the sole-- Issue before the Secretary of labor on thls matter becOmes:·-.;: ~~~ 

~ • ! -
Based: upon·.: an agreement bet_ween .. the· .. Tr-ans i:t ,: Au.thor lty ~·of·~~thl! ··!:·,~·:f'~·; 
City ·of Omaha .Dnd· lWlJ that fair and· equitable :arrangements ·have:·:-~: 
been: agreed'' -t~. do- such arrangemenu sat J.sfy '· tb&, re:qul:rements~< 
of tho Act?·,- · · 

,_ 

It 1s,. of course, for the Secret~ry of labor to determine whether faiT and equitable 
arrange.nents exist•··· However.; in the absence of amendatory,. legls1atl.on or a change ·~ 
in local standards of protective arrangeMents whlchc guar-ant~e- ~ainst a ·:WOr$E:ning of·· 
employees' position,· It would seem: highly Improbable that·--what once were certifIed to 
be falr and equitable ~rrangements .havc·.·d1$Jpated. ·to ·-suc.h.'c'a >-state thitt they can. no 
longer be considered as such.-:._-,_· · 
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Honorable Bernard Oelury 
July 23, 1976 
Page 3 

IN SUHHARY: .. f • 

J.. The existing l3(c) agreement has been previously cer-tified by the 
Secretary of labur as providing for fair and equitable arrang~nents. 

2. The Nebraska Court of Industria) Re1at1ons has decided that there Is 
a valid and subsisting collective bargaJolng agreement .• Including· the 
13(c) agreement. 

3. The TWU through the val Jdlty of the barga.fnlng and 13(c) agre~ents 
has agreed (albeit involunta.r._lly) that. fair and equltab1e arrangements 
have- been provided for. · ·· · 

'*· There has been no amendatory legislation pertaining to 13(c) requirements •. 

s. There have been no changes ln local conditions which have . lessened-. thtt. 
v~lld·tty or adequacy of the existing protective arrangements:.t:i·.-;''''::; 

6.. Local 155'* has agreed to the existing 13(c) agreement as recently as 
July 1, 1976. 

Therefore, based on the above, we conclude that meastired· agalnst any reasonable 
standard, the levels of employee pr-otection provided undertbe. existlng :13(c) agree~ 
ment, adequately and appropriately satisfy the statutory r~qui,rements. 

Accordingly, we request the Secretary-of tabor· to-' take the appropriate act Jons to 
finalize our certification of the Instant application. 

SJ~ . 

. Or~v~~ a. T. ·trdma .. ~ 
Executive Director· 

JTE/g,lfll:· 

cc: ·congressman John Y. McCo11 ister 

-,. 

•, . ' .. ' . 

.. .,. ... 
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Mr. Max Friedersdorf 
Assistant to the President 

for Legislative Affairs 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Max: 

June 11, 1976 

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND 
FOREIGN COMMERCE 

SUBCOMMilTEE ON 
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE 

COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON 

ACTIVITIES OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 

Per our conversation of June 9th, I am forwarding the background material you 
requested. Specifically, the problem focuses on Section 13 (C) requirements of the 
Urban Mass Transportation Act and certification by the Department of Labor on 
grant applications submitted by transit authorities for operating assistance. The 
law states that as a condition for obtaining Federal funds under UMTA, prospective 
grantees must have "fair and equitable" employee protection agreements which are 
to be certified by the Secretary of Labor. 

Problems have arisen in the past several months over the Department of Labor's inter
pretation of Section 13 (C) and its procedures for determining compliance. These 
problems are being experienced by transit authorities across the country. I became 
involved when in March, 1976, officials of the Metro Area Transit Authority (MAT) 
which serves the Omaha-Council Bluffs metropolitan area contacted me. They discovered 
that approval of their grant application was being withheld because the Department 
of Labor refused to certify the application. I am enclosing a copy of a letter MAT 
sent to the Department of Labor which outlines their position and the facts in this 
specific instance. 

To briefly review the case, MAT was advised in March that its 13 (C) Labor Agreement 
which had been negotiated in July, 1975 (and was previously acceptable to the Department 
in previous grant applications) was no longer satisfactory because it was not patterned 
after a "Model Agreement" the Department was now utilizing to determine compliance. 
The so-called "Model Agreement" was negotiated in July, 1975 (at the same time 
MAT completed its negotiations on a 13 (C) agreement) between former Secretary 
of Labor John Dunlop and representatives of the American Public Transit Association 
and the transit labor unions. Despite protestations to the contrary, it has become 
apparent that the Department of Labor is using the "Model Agreement" as the basis 
for determining compliance with Section 13 (C). Those transit authorities which 
have submitted 13 (C) agreements which differ from the provisions in the "Model 
Agreement" have found their applications withheld until they relented and agreed 
to the provisions in the "Model Agreement" or slight modifications thereto. In short, 
the "Model Agreement" has been used as a standard for determining compliance with 
Section 13 (C); yet, at no time was it ever submitted to normal rule-making procedures. 
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In Omaha's case, we were able to reach an interim solution whereby certification 
was granted to 1975 funds (approximately $1 million) while 1976 funds ($1.8 million) 
have been withheld pending a resolution of differences relating to the "Model Agreement." 
The release of the 197 5 funds avoided a shut.:.down of MAT's operations. Again, I 
refer you to MAT's letter to the Department of Labor which provides you with the 
legal basis upon which the transit authority rests its case. I would add that MAT 
has recently filed in the Nebraska Court of Industrial Relations for a judicial ruling 
as to the validity of its 1975 labor contract which includes its 13(C) agreement. The 
affected union, Transport Workers Union (TWU) has asked the Secretary of Labor 
to resolve the matter. It is expected the Secretary will withhold any judgment until 
court action has been completed. 

Naturally, my interest in this issue was sparked by the problems Omaha was experiencing. 
After several months of working on this matter, however, I can say without doubt 
that others across the nation have or will soon experience similar difficulties. The 
circumstances and legal positions of transit authorities may vary, but the central 
problem remains: The Department of Labor's use of the "Model Agreement." The 
implications of a nationwide "Model Agreement" are disturbing. It presents serious 
questions for those of us interested in preserving the principle that employer-employee 
agreements should be worked out in local collective bargaining situations. The "Model 
Agreement" is contrary to that principle. 

I have raised these concerns directly with Secretary Usery. I am enclosing a copy 
of a letter I wrote him on April 7, 1976, as well as a copy of his response. I find it 
unsatisfactory in several regards. 

First, the Secretary maintains that negotiations for the "Model Agreement" were 
initiated by the industry through the American Public Transit Association. I have 
been advised by officials of MAT that the initiative and effort to develop the "Model 
Agreement" were closely aligned with several major urban properties who used the 
APTA organization to accomplish their goals. The APT A negotiating team consisted 
of representatives of New York, Baltimore, Cleveland and San Francisco--hardly 
a representative group. Further, I'm told that the "Model Agreement" was approved 
by APTA by a vote of 3-2. That's hardly the basis upon which the Department of 
Labor can maintain that the "Model Agreement" is representative of industry. In 
addition, APT A rejects the idea that the "Model Agreement" should be a uniform 
standard. APT A recently wrote Secretaries Usery and Coleman: 

"A uniform approach seems to ignore or make light of the complexities 
of the local problems facing the various transit properties. Few transit 
properties are faced with similar sets of circumstances. Obviously there 
are varying local funding considerations, different geographic factors, 
separate and distinct operating considerations, unique local collective 
bargaining considerations, as well as different existing 13(C) Agreements. 
For some the model agreement fits well into the transit property's overall 
picture, but for others numerous details and considerations such as those 
mentioned above, must come into play. It is clear that a uniform approach, 
while of great aid to many, is not in the best interests to all." 
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Second, the Secretary's letter states "the intent of the Congress was that specific 
protective arrangements, if possible, should be developed through local negotiations 
and bargaining." I agree. Yet, upon receipt of grant applications the Department 
routinely forwards them to the International office of the Union, not the local office. 
Is such action following the "intent" of Congress?" 

Third, the Secretary maintains that over 50 applications have been certified on the 
basis of the "Model Agreement." He does not mention how many of the 50 were in 
such a dire financial situation that they were coerced into signing the Agreement. 
I intend to find out. He also neglects to point out that some 230 properties have 
not signed on the basis of the "Model Agreement." This in spite of the fact that the 
new legislation allowing for operating assistance has been in effect for 18 months. 

And fourth, in any event, I believe it is mandatory that the Department of Labor 
publish and make available to every transit authority the procedures which it follows 
in determining compliance. That is not now the case. Secondly, if it is determined 
that some uniform standards are necessary and beneficial to all parties in determining 
compliance, (I am not sure this is necessary) those standards should be submitted 
to normal rule-making procedures thereby allowing every transit authority in the 
country to have an opportunity for input. 

As you see, the issues involved in the Section 13 (C) debate are long and complicated. 
The only comfort I find is that a lot of Conservatives pointed to these very problems 
when the legislation was first considered in 1963. Unfortunately, their warnings were 
ignored. It is my intent to pursue this matter vigorously, for I do not believe the 
Department of Labor is following the intent of Congress by its adherence to the "Model 
Agreement." That is the reason I am calling this matter to the attention of the White 
House. I will be in touch with you soon after you have had an opportunity to review 
the information I have provided. 

JYM/hsm 
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CHRIS: 

ATTACHED IS THE ORIGINAL OF WHAT 
WE RECEIVED. AS YOU CAN SEE THE 
ORIGINAL LETTER TO FRIEDERSDORF 
IS NOT HERE - IT LOOKS LIKE HIS 
OFFICE MUST HAVE KEPT THE ORIGINAL 

MOE 
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Mr. Max Friedersdorf 
Assistant to the President 

for Legislative Affairs 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Max: 

June 11, 1976 

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE ANO 
FOREIGN COMMERCE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE 

COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
ACTIVITIES OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 

Per our conversation of June 9th, I am forwarding the background material you 
requested. Specifically, the problem focuses on Section 13 (C) requirements of the 
Urban Mass Transportation Act and certification by the Department of Labor on 
grant applications submitted by transit authorities for operating assistance. The 
law states that as a condition for obtaining Federal funds under UMTA, prospective 
grantees must have "fair and equitable" employee protection agreements which are 
to be certified by the Secretary of Labor. 

Problems have arisen in the past several months over the Department of Labor's inter
pretation of Section 13 (C) and its procedures for determining compliance. These 
problems are being experienced by transit authorities across the country. I became 
involved when in March, 1976, officials of the Metro Area Transit Authority (MAT) 
which serves the Omaha-Council Bluffs metropolitan area contacted me. They discovered· 
that approval of their grant application was being withheld because the Department 
of Labor refused to certify the application. I am enclosing a copy of a letter MAT 
sent to the Department of Labor which outlines their position and the facts in this 
specific instance. 

To briefly review the case, MAT was advised in March that its 13 (C) Labor Agreement 
which had been negotiated in July, 1975 (and was previously acceptable to the Department 
in previous grant applications) was no longer satisfactory because it was not patterned 
after a "Model Agreement" the Department was now utilizing to determine compliance. 
The so-called "Model Agreement" was negotiated in July, 1975 (at the same time 
MAT completed its negotiations on a 13 (C) agreement) between former Secretary 
of Labor John Dunlop a.1d representatives of the American Public Transit Association ~· :: · 
and the transit labor unions. Despite protestations to the contrary, it has become : 
apparent that the Department of Labor is using the "Model Agreement!' as the basis 
for determining compliance with Section 13 (C). Those transit authorities which 
have submitted 13 (C) agreements which differ from the provisions in the "Model 
Agreement" have found their applications withheld until they relented and agreed 
to the provisions in the "Model Agreement" or slight modifications thereto. In short, 
the "Model Agreement" has been used as a standard for determining compliance with 
Section 13 (C); yet, at no time was it ever submitted to normal rule-making procedures. 
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In Omaha's case, we were able to reach an interim solution whereby certification 
was granted to 1975 funds (approximately $1 million) while 1976 funds {$1.8 million) 
have been withheld pending a resolution of differences relating to the "Model Agreement." 
The release of the 197 5 funds avoided a shut-down of MAT's operations •. Again, I 
refer you to MAT's letter to the Department of Labor which provides you with the 
legal basis upon which the transit authority rests its case. I would add that MAT 
has recently filed in the Nebraska Court of Industrial Relations for a judicial ruling 
as to the validity of its 1975 labor contract which includes its 13(C) agreement •. The 
affected union, Transport Workers Union (TWU) has asked the Secretary of Labor 
to resolve the matter. It is expected the Secretary will withhold any judgment until 
court action has been completed. 

Naturally, my interest in this issue was sparked by the problems Omaha was experiencing. 
After several months of working on this matter, however, I can say without doubt 
that others across the nation have or will soon experience similar difficulties. The 
c;ircumstances and legal positions of transit authorities may vary, but the central 
problem remains: The Department of Labor's use of the "Model Agreement." The 
implications of a nationwide "Model Agreement" are disturbing. It presents serious 
questions for those of us interested in preserving the principle that employer-employee 
agreements should be worked out in local collective bargaining situations. The "Model 
Agreement" is contrary to that principle. 

I have raised these concerns directly with Secretary Usery. I am enclosing a copy 
of a letter I wrote him on April 7, 1976, as well as a copy of his response. I find it 
unsatisfactory in several regards. 

First, the Secretary maintains that negotiations for the "Model Agreement" were 
initiated by the industry through the American Public Transit Association. I have 
been advised by officials of MAT that the initiative and effort to develop the "Model 
Agreement" were closely aligned with several major urban properties who used the 
APT A organization to accomplish their goals. The APT A negotiating team consisted 
of representatives of New York, Baltimore, Cleveland and San Francisco--hardly 
a representative group. Further, I'm told that the "Model Agreement" was approved 
by APT A by a vote of 3-2. That's hardly the basis upon which the Department of 
Labor can maintain that the "Model Agreement" is representative of industry. In 
addition, APIA rejects the idea that the "Model Agreement" should be a uniform 
standard. APT A recently wrote Secretaries Usery and Coleman: 

"A uniform approach seems to ignore or make light of the complexities 
of the local problc:ms facing the various transit properties. Few transit 
properties are faced with similar sets of circumstances. Obviously there 
are varying local funding considerations, different geographic factors, 
separate and distinct operating considerations, unique local collective 
bargaining considerations, as well as different existing 13(C) Agreements. 
For some the model agreement fits well into the transit property's overall 
picture, but for others numerous details and considerations such as those 
mentioned above, must come into play. It is clear that a uniform approach, 
while of great aid to many, is not in the best interests to all." 
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Second, the Secretary's letter states "the intent of the Congress was that specific 
protective arrangements, if possible, should be developed through local negotiations 
and bargaining." I agree. Yet, upon receipt of grant applications the Department 
routinely forwards them to the International office of the Union, not the local office. 
Is such action following the "intent" of Congress?" 

. 
Third, the Secretary maintains that over 50 applications have been certified on the 
basis of the "Model Agreement." He does not mention how many of the 50 were in 
such a dire financial situation that they were coerced into signing the Agreement. 
I intend to find out. He also neglects to point out that some 230 properties have· 
not signed on the basis of the "Model Agreement." This in spite of the fact that the 
new legislation allowing for operating assistance has been in effect for 18 months. 

And fourth, in any event, I believe it is mandatory that the Department of Labor 
publish and make available to every transit authority the procedures which it follows 
in determining compliance. That is not now the case. Secondly, if it is determined 
that some uniform standards are necessary and beneficial to all parties in determining 
compliance, (I am not sure this is necessary) those standards should be submitted 
to normal rule-making procedures thereby allowing every transit authority in the 
country to have an opportunity for input. 

As you see, the issues involved in the Section 13 (C) debate are long and complicated. 
The only comfort I find is that a lot of Conservatives pointed to these very problems 
when the legislation was first considered in 1963. Unfortunately, their warnings-were 
ignored. It is my intent to pursue this matter vigorously, for I do not believe the 
Department of Labor is following the intent of Congress by its adherence to the "Model 
Agreement." That is the reason I am calling this matter to the attention of the White 
House. I will be in touch with you soon after you have had an opportunity to review 
the information I have provided. 

JYM/hsm 

. c 
' ·, c 
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OV.'NED BY THE TF?ANSIT AUTHORITY CITY dF OMAHA 

Assistant Secretary for Labor/Hanagement Relations 
200 Constitution Avenue~ N. W. 
\-lashington~ D. C. 20210 

Dear Nr. Fasser: 

Under provisions of Nebraska law, The Transit Authority of the City of Omaha was 
created by ordinance of the City Council of the City of 0Gaha in Hay, 1972. Prior 
to the creation of The Transit Authority of the City of Omaha (The Authority) the 
cities of Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Omaha, Nebraska, at the urging of UMTA, agreed 
to the creation of a single transit authority which would serve the entire metro
politan area. It was also agreed that the City of Omaha would accept r~sponsibility 
for the subsequent creation of the Authority, federal grant applications and negoti
ation with the private transit companies and their respective unions. 

In Council Bluffs, public transportation was being provided by City Transit Lines, 
Inc. \vhose employees were represented by the General Drivers and Helpers IInion, 
Teamsters Local #554. In Omaha, public transportation was being provided by Omaha 
Transit Company~ \.Jhose employees were represented by the Transport Harkers Union of 
Ac,erica~ Local #223. 

On }!ay 9, 1972~ negotiations between the City of Omaha and the t\W unions (Teamsters 
and TiW) culminated in the signing of a separate "13-C agreement" between the City of 
~.aha and each of the unions. As provided for in each of the 13-C agreements, The 
Authority, as the successor of the City of Omaha, accepted responsibility for full 
perforwance of the obligations contained therein. Within the normal collective bar
gaining process, in 1973, the aforementioned 13-C agreement was included and by 
reference made a part of the labor agreement with nro, International and local, 
effe~tive July 1, 1973. Effective July 1, 1974, an identical 13-C agreement was 
included and by referen~e made a part of the labor agreement with the Teamsters local 
#554. The inclusion of the 13-C agreement in our labor agreement \vith T\-JU Internatic 
and local #223, was reaffirmed in our latest lau9r agreement effective from July 1~ 
1975~ through and including June 30, 1977. · 

In support of the above, both unions acknowledged the existence and validity of the 
13-C agreement as evidenced by their original sign-off and subsequent sign-offs on 
other grants and grant amendments so as to receive the benefits to be derived theref1 
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i.e., during the spring of 1972, the City of Omaha ~ade application for L~TA capital 
funds to provide the financial resources required to ·acquire City Transit Li.pes~ Inc. 
Omaha Transit Co, and for a one-year capital improvement program~ ·After the creation 
of The Authority, that grant responsibility Has transferred by U!ITA from the City of 
Omaha to The Authority. In the intervening period, additional grants· have been appro 
by tJNTA and certified by the Departnent of Labor so tl1at approxill'.ately 10 reillion dol 
in federal funds have been supplied to The Authority. 

. ~ 

On December 12, 1975, under prov1s1ons of the 1964 IDITA Act, as ai!lenc:ied in 1974, "The 
Authority submitted a grant application to U:HfA for federal operating assistance. Th 
grant application requ~sted operating funds for calendar year 1975 in the amount of 
$1,098,494 and funds for calencar year 1976 in the ai!lount of $1,830,825; Since sub
mitting the above grant application, The Authority has maintained frequent contacts v 
the Section 5 Division of ill1TA in an attempt to stay abreast of the progress and stat 
of grant approval. 

On January 20, 1976, we were contacted by :Hr. Mark Lehner of your staff, who request: 
an additional copy of our grant application for the purpose of review prior to requi~ 
certification. 

During January of 19 76, because of \vhat we believed to be a temporary cash flow probl 
The Authority '''as forced to borrow $250,000 to maintain operations. This money is du 
and payable and shall be paid within the week of April 10. 

During the first \veek in }1arch~ in the face of a continued worsening of our financialJ 
position, The Authority established their grant approval status \o~ith lJ}1TA and was in
forued that basic grant approval had ·been achieved. He v1ere also informed that 13-C 
certification from the Department of Labor had not been received. Based on this info 
nation, \·le initiated contact \vith Mr. Larry Yud of your staff in an effort to deterni 
the status of the Department of Labor 13-C certification for our grant. He were info 
by Mr. Yud that his office was having difficulty finding a copy of our grant applicat: 
It took approxirr;ately a ,,,eek, based on another call by the Authority to Hr. Yud, to 
detercine that our grant application had been located but he had not received any corr 
from the International office of nru. 

Subsequent calls during the second \veek of 1·!arch produced the follovling information: 

The International union \vas demanding that The Authority sign off on the 
nodel 13-C (per Mr. Yud). 

The Authority inforr:1ed the Department of Labor that.our existing 13-C 
·agreement is incorporated into the labor agreement \dth THU and is binding 
on the parties thereto. (The Teamsters, local #554, had signed off on the 
basis of the existing 13-C agreement in our labor agreement.) 

The International office of n.m would investigate and if the 13-C l•'as in the 
labor agreement, they would sign off (?er Mr. Yud). 11r. Yud su3gested a 
meeting in his office, to \vhich The Authority agreed. 

;,:., 
' ~-' 

' 
·~ . . 
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A letter signed by Hr. Yud transmitting the above information was sent1 
to us on Narch 12, 19 76. 

On the afternoon of March 12, we Here contacted by Nr. Yud who informed 
us that the letter was partially incorrect and that the International TWU 
had changed its position. The International stated, througQ Mr. Yud, that
since the 13-C agreement was only mentioned as a;- '\,rhereas" in our labor 
agreement, it was not binding and therefore they demanded the model 13-C 
agreement sign-off by The Authority. 

He informed Mr. Yud at that time that we held to the position that the 
13-C as incorporated in the labor agreement was binding on the signatories. 

Mr. Hal com Goldstein, attorney for th_e International Tim, indicated to 
Mr. Yud that no meeting between the International, The Authority and the 
Department ~f Labor representatives was desired or appropriate (per Mr. ~ud). 

Mr. Yud informed The Authority that he was requestingthat both The Authority 
and the International present their respective positions in writing to 
Hr. Paul Fasser. 

As a result of our critical financial position, an emergency meeting of the Board of 
Directors of The Authority was held at 8: 30 ·a.m., Narch 16, 1976, at which time this 
entire matter \vas discussed in an open, public meeting. The Board, by -unanimous ·vot• 
passed a _resolution directing that the model 13-C agreement not be entered into and 
further directed the staff to exhaust all administrative remedies available in pro
curer.Jent of grant approval prior to taking any further action. Nore specifically, ti 
staff \vas directed to utilize, as requested by Mr. Yud, the case handing process of 
the Department of Labor and present a position paper to Nr. Paul Fasser, Assistant 
Secretary for Labor/Uanagement Relations. 

In compliance with the directive of the Board of Directors and the request of Mr. Yu 
He are presenting this position paper for your review and action. 

Position of The Authority 

\~Te have fair and equitable protective arrangements which satisfy the 
requirem~nts of Section 13-C of the Act, as amended, evidenced by the 

. existing 13--C agreement as incorporated in our collective bargaining 
agreements. In executing the collective bargaining agreements the 
unions have confirmed that position and estopped the~selves from now 
asserting otherwise. In view of this, we see no need for prior contact 
with nru. He request that the Secretary of Labor determine that we are 
in compliance with Section 13-C and certify our grant application. 

It is our hope that this position paper conveys to the Secretary of Labor the urgenc 
of our circumstances. It is also our hope that the acute financial situation that 
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exists in the OQaha-Council Bluffs metropolitan area will serve to expedite the 
Secretary's certification of oux: grant application. An evaluation of our pr~sent 
financial circumstances indicates that based on projected cash flows and in the 
absence of federal financial assistance, The Authority will be forced tq cease 
operations a? of the week ending April fD. We are in need of a d~termination from 
the Secretary of Labor on or before March 26, 1976, in order that The Authority can 
meet its obligations tQ· the public and its 360 employees and attempt to lessen the 
disruptive impact of a shutdown of mass transit in this metropolitan community. 

Sincerely, 

Fred H. Thoma, Chairman 
Transit Authority of the City of Omaha Board 

QJ_/£/~ddi.-Yl-/ a .. T. Erdman 
Executive Director 

JTE/glc 

cc: Mr. Larry Yud 
Mr. Stanley Feinsod, UMTA 
Congressman John Y. NcCollister 

.. 
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April 7, 1976 

Honorable William J. Usery, Secretary 
Department of Labor 
Department of Labor Building 
200 Constitution Avenue· 
Washington, D. C. 20210 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND 
FOREIGN COMMERCE 

SUBCOMMITTEE Oli 

CONSUMER I'ROTECTION AND FINANCE 

Co"MMITTEEON SMALL BUSINESS 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON 

ACTIVITIES OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 

On March 17, 1976, I wrote you in regard to a problem facing the Metro Area Transit 
Authority (MAT) which provides public transportation to the citizens of the Omaha
Council Bluffs metropolitan area. MAT's application for Federal operating assistance 
under the provisions of the Urban Mass Transportation Act was being withheld because 
the Department of Labor refused to certify its Section 13 (C) Labor Agreement. 
Officials of the Transit Authority were advised that their 13 (C) Agreement was not 
patterned after a "Model Agreement" the Department was now utilizing to determine 
compliance with Section 13 (c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act. 

I refer you to that letter and its enclosures for a more detailed explanation of the 
situation as it reJates to the Transit Authority. After more than a week of intense 
negotiations, an interim solution was agreed to by the affected parties so that MAT's 
application for 197 5 funds could be approved with the stipulation that the parties 
"meet and confer as to the applicability of the Model Agreement for operating assis
tance in 1976 for a period of not to exceed 60 days." 

I am pleased that the Department was able to reach this interim solution. It means 
that the Transit Authority can continue providing much needed service to the Omaha
Council Bluffs region. An impending shut-down of the system due to financial constraints 
was averted. While I am greatly relieved by this interim solution, I cannot help but 
be concerned about the long-range implications of the Department of Labor's position 
throughout these negotiations. Those implications are indeed disturbing. Their impact 
stretches far beyond the borders served by Metro Area Transit. Therefore, I am prompted 
to write this letter to you. 

Quite frankly, Mr. Secretary, I am puzzled as to why this situation developed in the 
first place. In May, 1972 the City of Omaha completed negotiations with affected 
unions on a 13 (C) Labor Agreement. That agreemePt became incorporated into the 
collective bargaining agreement negotiated by the successor and assigned Metro Transit 
Authority and the unions beginning in 1973. It was reaffirmed by all parties in 1974 
and 1975 with the latter agreement being effective through June 30, 1977. I reiterate 
that all parties, including the affected unions, signed the agreements. They were 

• 
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also valid in the eyes of the Department of Labor which certified grant applications _ 
to the Transit Authority in the amount of approximately $10 million. It was not until 
the Transit Authority applied for operating assistance unqer the terms of the 1974 _ 
Amendments to the Urban Mass Transportation Act that it received notice of possib~e 
conflict between their 13 (C) Agreement and the new "Model Agreement." 

It is my understanding that your predecessor, Mr. John Dunlop, worked out the details 
of the so-called "Model Agreement" with representatives of the American Public 
Transit Association and the International offices of the affected unions. Those negotia
tions occurred at the same time MAT was completing its negotiations for a new labor 
contract which included its 13 (C) agreement. I think you can see my concern that 
MAT's application for 1975 and 1976 funding should have ever been disputed by the 
Department of Labor iri view of the time frame by which these two agreements-were 
negotiated. I am sure these issues will be raised during the next 60 days. I believe, 
however, there are more serious questions deserving of your attention. 

At this point, I do not intend to dispute the original language of s'ection 13 (C). I 
would remind you only that a number of Congressmen and Senators raised serious 
questions as to the meaning and possible interpretation of this section during debate 
of the 1964 law. From my reading of the legislative history, however, I find no mention 
of the need for a "Model Agreement" to determine compliance. In fact, the House 
Committee on Banking and Currency's report, dated April 9, 1963, states quite clearly 
the Committee's intention: "The Committee wishes to point out that, subject to 
the basic standards set forth in the bill, specific conditions for worker protection 
will normally J:.t the product of local bargaining and negotiation." I have no quarrel 
with this interpretation of the law. Yet, we-now find in the instance of Metro Area 
Transit and other communities throughout the nation, that applications for Federal 
operating assistance are being withheld because of the Department of Labor's adoption 
of the "Model r'\greement." I think this situation prompts questions which the Department 
should be called upon to answer. 

1. Why is there a need for a "Model Agreement?" 

Prior to 197 5, the Department of Labor was determining compliance on the basis 
of agreements negotiated at the local level. It seems to me that if employee protection 
arrangements are acceptable at the local level, they should not be disputed at the 
national level. 

2. Who decided which parties should be included in the negotiations that led to the 
signing of the "Model Agreement?" 

I know, for example, that Metro Area Transit never became a signatory to the "Model 
Agreement." Nor, was it ever asked by the American Public Transit Association 
to contribute to the negotiations. It was never given the impression that this "Model 
Agreement" would have a binding impact on its labor negotiations. In fact, the opposite 
impression was given. 

. 
if.: 

~·· 
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3. My reading of the law would indicate that the 13 (C) certification requirement 
is the sole responsibility of the Secretary of Labor. Why, then, does the Department 
routinely send employee protective agreements to the International Unions prior 
to determining compliance? This simply adds unnecessary delay and harassment to :; 
the situation. In the instance of Metro Area Transit, the International Union office 
is requiring the local union to reverse its previous position wherein it signed a 13 
{C) agreement as part of the 1975 labor contract. A representative of the International 
Union also signed that contract. 

4. Why was the Model Agreement never submitted to normal rule-making procedures? 

It seems to me that the Model Agreement is being us·ed by the Department as a standard 
for compliance rather than a model which would imply room for modificatfon to meet 
local situations. If this is the case, then I think it is important for us to know why 
the Model Agreement was never subjected to normal rule-making procedures allowing 
for publication in the Federal Register and appropriate review and comment by the 
public? 

Mr. Secretary, I am deeply disturbed by this entire situation. I, therefore, earnestly 
solicit your response to the above questions at your earliest convenience. As the 
so-called "Model Agreement" was negotiated by your predecessor, I think it would 
be to your distinct advantage to initiate a thorough study and review of the procedures 
which Jed to the adoption of the "Model Agreement", the applicability of this agreement, 
and the procedures your department follows in determining 13 (C) compliance • 

. During the negotiations which produced the interim ~olution for Metro Area Transit, 
I heard one of my constituents describe the situation as follows: "It seems that the 
Department of Labor is dictating terms to MAT, and the New York Labor Unions 
are dictating to local labor officials what they should agree to." During my efforts 
to resolve this conflict, I confess that I came to the same unsettling conclusion. 
I do not believe it is your intention as a representative of this Administration to adhere 
to such a policy. Moreover, I seriously question whether the Congress ever intended 
the department to adhere to such practices when it approved Section 13 {C). That 
is an issue I intend to pursue pending a response from you to my questions. 

I should also like to request an appointment at your earliest convenience so that we 
might discuss this situation at length. The ramifications for Nebraska and the Nation 
are too serious to allow for delay or inaction. Thank you for your attention, and I 
look forward to your response. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN Y. McCOLLISTER 
Member of Congress 

JYM/hsg 
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WASHINGTON 
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~ Co:n<;;ressrna.n .t•:cr~llister: 

MAY 171976 

'Ihls is i..""l response to :.JOU.t" letter data:l A._oril 7, 1976, conceri"'.ing 
t.l-:te Department of Labor's ad.'l'inistration of the en-ployee protecti~ pro
visio.t"'lS oont:.aine:l in Section 13 (c) of tr.e UrbaTl r,1ass Tra11sp::>rt.ation· 
Act of 1964, as amanied. In your let'--..er, you raise a ntlr'JJer of ques
tions con.cerning our pra.ct.:i.ces and prcx:edures i1"1 carrying out our 
resp:msibi1-itjr->s l.ll'rler Section 13 (c), particularly as they involve t."-le 
so-called :'m:xlel" agree-rent negotiated by the P...rrerican Public Transit 
Association al"ld "Various transit ~loyee lal::or organizatiar...s. You raise 
&.e.se questions particularly m the oontext of recent applications 
for operat.i...'"lg assistance gran.ts un:ler t.l">..e Act filed by the 'Il:ansit 
.P.llthority of fr..e City of Ctrah.a, :i:!ebraska. 

B.~ore re.:.~ning to ya..:tr specific questions on ti'1:e m:!el agreement, 
I would lil~e to place that agreen?.."lt in its proper }.'Y'...rspec'-1.-ive as it 
a:wear.s t}]at th&e are a number of m:i.sronc,ptions about it. Jl.~t t..'le 
outset, I \ .. "'OUl.d p::.>int out that t.'-le 1-;;od.zl as;rreeciEnt is a voluntary ar
range!Cilt t..':at re:.-ulted from an inclustry-initiatel effort. 'D1e agree
ment l-iaS ex..,~to:i an July 23, 1975, by re.:.x<:'..sentativcs of b'-:te Al..'larica."l 
?Gblic 'l'rar!Sit Association "'vhose raati::P-rsiup cru:ries some 90+ fer-
cent of i:.l"-2 nation' s transit riders culd su: P..atior..al. union ar u."lion 
affiliated organizations ~...ntir...g fr...e great majority of transit i.ndus
WJ e:nployees. ·.r.r..e Departrcent of Labor er.a:ruraged and actively 
assisted b~e r;a:rties in their effort to rEJaeh tt..is agree-nent. He also 
f>...IlOOurage its utilization in connection ;,vith specific operating assista.'lee 
grant applications. Ib"Never, the !'E0:1el agree-rent is not binding on 
non-signatories. It rerr.ains discretionar_r ,.nth local involved parties 
as to whether t:l:le-.! are tv:i.lling to adopt the mXlel agrearent as the 
vehicle for c1eveJ.o?::ent of the prota..."tive tei:ms and oonditions and also 
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discretionary ,._.lith the Secretary of Lat.or as to l.i.at1 he will certify 
applicatio1,s wh..ere lcx:al ~....ies do not reach agreene."1t. Alt.~..1gh. 
the nnde1 agreem:mt has serv-00 as t,;.e basis for certification of the 
r;:ajarit:y of ope...""ating assistance grants over the last £~., nonths, a 
nurber of grants have been certifie::1 on ot..'1et: arrazr:;em:mts. 

lj)) turn '1¥M to t.l-le specific questions you have raise.i, as folla'iS: 

The National Nass TransfX)rtation ]\..ssistance Act of 1974 amended the 
U"rban t1iasS 'Il:'ansport:.ation Act to provide for a fo.nrula grant pr:og:z:am 
Ullfu!r which Federal grant furrlS cnuld be utilized for the first time for 
the subsidization of operating eXpenses. 'lhls create:! a novel project 
situation far application of the statutory emplo-_yee protection require
IiSlta t'ihich had previously been awlierl only to cr.....pital and derronst:ration 
project situations. Also, a very large increase in b"1a rr~ of pro
jects re:;IUi.ring certification was a11ticipated under the neA program. At 
the saxoo ·tL.-oe, the industry \·laS desirous of achieving SC'I'l'E stabj J i ty 
in the level of erployse pro'-~ve benefits. It was generally felt 
b'".tat individual applicants "Here at a serious disadvantage in etployee 
protective arrangem=nt negotiution5 arrl that tlrl.s allo;'led the unior.s 
ii"lVVlved to continually increase the level of protective benefits fran 
one project situation to w..otl'ler. 

'll>.e nn:lel agrea:rent r&\llted. fran these circumstances. '!bat agree
ment has p.rovc:d very useful to a great nurrber of applicants for assis
tance ur.der the Act. Since its ~ent, over 50 operating assis
tance awlications have been certified on the basis of t.."le rcodel agree
ne..l"lt. 

"2. V'-Jho decided which p:u:ties should be include:l in the negotiatior.s 
that la:l to t1.1e signing of the 'r-b:'lel Agreemant' ?" 

P..s I stated above, the negotiations for b"le nodal. agreerent -were initiated 
by t."le industry t..~'l the A-rrarican Public T.ransit Association. '11-r:lse 
rE\)resentatives approached those unions whose ~ c:mprised a 
majority of ti'.e industry's arployees. t\11~ the Deparl::m':mt of raoor• s 
assistaooe was sought by t..~ :parties in b'le final stages of tl]eir effort 
to reach an agree.r.ent, t'l-te Oepa_"~'trre&·lt \~with the representatives 
W.-x> had been invol\100 up to that ti.roo. 

- ·.· .i .. _ 

· ... 
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"3. 1:ltr.J • •• does the Depart::i:rent routi,."'l.ely serrl e1plcrxee p:rotecti ve 
ac;;reaaents to the L1.tel:national Union prior to detenr.:ining CO"rpliance?" 

I agree that "the 13 {c) certification rEql.lirem:m:t is t.he sole resp:msibility 
of the Secretary of I.abc:Jr. a Hc:Mever, as your letter notes elsamere, 
t.l-}e inte."'lt of b~ Congress was that tr._vecific protecr...ive arrangerents, 
if IXJSSilile, &~ be devel.ope1 t.tu:ot.lgh local negotiations and barga.ini:ng. 
'Ihls reliance on the process of bargaining between appropriate parties 
on bchill of the applicant and affected a:rployees requires that t.~ De
partrrent of Lal::or utilize prooedures ~ch allCM &"'ld prarote that end .. 
'Jl1us, w'nen .,.._'B receive awlications referred to US by the Depart:ment of 
Transport-...ation together with a X'e.:t-ruest for t,.;e certification required in 
the Act, \'7e i."'litiate steps, through the national union organizations 
representing affe.ctel a:ployees in each case, to begin t.~ eevelo,r.r.alt 
of a&oropriate protective a:r:rangatents. Cbpies of t.'rle project descriptions 
are forwarde::i to t.~ national I.U'lion organizations to allow the develop
roont of FOSitions on protective te:rrrs and conditions. The national unions 
in turn refer t."'lese na.tters to their involverl local unions mich fol.l.a-1 
through on the negotiations, although :rrost of the unions involved in t.l-Je 
13 (c) program utilize national le.;el legal and other staff SUfP)rt :in 
COI1Lle:::tion wit.~ these negotiations. viith r&--pect to the O"raP.a grant 
situation, arrl I will o::mnent nore on t.."lat below, the 'lranspart. ~ers 
Union S];X)kesman was !v:tl::'. ~co.lm Goldstein of the lav1 fil:m of 0 'Donnel.l 
an:1 Sro...hwartz located in !:-Jew York. I<ir. G:lldste:L1. has represented all 
r.rv;u locals in Sec+-...ion 13 (c) matters over the past feitl years. In 
the i.nsta.l'lt Onaha case, we have no reason to believe that he is not 
validly eJ~.-pressing aTrl advancing the fX)Sition of 'n'-FJ local 223 'ti!rl.ch 
represents the e.~loyees of the 'l'ra!!sit Authority of the City of OmllCi. 

"4. ~i.tl.t· was the ¥roe! Agreement never suhnitted to ncmnal rul.etaking 
procedures?" 

'.the IrDdel agreement does :r.ot constitute :rule-rraking and it \\0\lld :oot. 
be appropriate for the D.:~~t of Lal::or to adopt rul~..ing piOCErlures 
wit.'l ra;p....rd to it. 

I \~ rDN like to reviEM the Cr:Bha grant situation fran our perspective. 
A._oplications for operatL~.g assistance grants for calemar Years 1975 
ani 1976 were rzceived by the Dep3rt.n'ent of Labor on January 5, 1976. L"l 
a.coo~JCe with our normal procedures~ subsequently referred copies 

·, ,., 
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of the applications to the International Brothe:r.taxl of ~'eamSters ru:d 
'l'ransfX)rt Workers Union am r3:f..le5ted their viem; wit.'l-t respect to 
a,_opropriate protective te:rlP.s and conditions. It subse:;Iuently developed 
tl1at the Auti".ority took the p:>sition that ths terms airl conditions con
tained in a 13(c) agreement originally executed on ~ey 9, 1972, in con
nec·tion wit..'l a previous grant, should be made applicable to the then 
pe..11ding operating assistance projects. The Teamsters union took an 
identical };X)sition. The Transp:n:t ~'1tlrkers Union, on the other hand, 
took the position that the nodel agreanent \>laS t.L'1.e nore appropriate 

. basis far certification. 

P..epresentatives of the Depart1ial.t of Labor had n1Jmerous conversations 
with Aut.;ority and union representatives in an effort to achi.eve a reso
lution to this dispute. These efforts were very strained hcMever because 
the Auth:>rity's fX)Sition was that the union had already agreed to apply 
the il.a.y 9, 1972 agreerrent to t£"'1.e operating assistance applications. lJ.he 
Autharity pointal to the fact tr>.at the 13(c) agree.nent was attache:l to 
its curre..11.t collective barga.L.-rl.ng agreement, signed on October 31, 1975, 
arrl effa:::tive to June 30, 1977, as eviden....-oe of b'rl.s agreement. ~ 
union, ID't'eV&, cont:enlai to the oont:rary, and argua1 that the mare 
att:achne1t of a previous 13 (c) agreerent to the collective bcmJain.i.ng 
agreerra1t, and reference thereto in a whereas clause, in no way consti
tuted a e<:m!litment or agreement by the union tD t00se p_-rotect.ive teDns 
arrl cor&tions for all future grant situations. 

'It'l.i3 Secret::lcy of I.al::or ha.s r.o jurisc:lictian CJ'IIO...X local collective bargain
ing agreements. However, in this case t.l-].e dispute between the Aut.lx>rity 
and the 'n'U as to the nature and extent of their ccmnii::nalts resulting 
fran tl'leir local oollectively barga.Uled "t«)rl'"..ing a~t :inpi.nged 
on ·their respective positions with respect to the appropriate Section 13(c} 
a~:ployee protective t:eJ::ms and cxm:litions. It was in this a:mteKt that 
representatives fran the DEpa.rtnent of labor had to ~ in attenpting 
to clear the w-ay for project certification .. 

All par-~e..s involvai oooperatOO i.Tl t.l-at certification effort am by letter 
dated Z...!arcll 26, 1976, COfJ':I enclosed, the Depar"t:rrent of Labor made 
the ~...rtificat:i.cil required in t."l)e Act as a condition to final 9Z(Ult 
approval. 'lhe certification provided a means by which operating assistance 
funds requested for calerear year 19i5 oou1d be made avail able i.rrmerliately. 
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A procedure is set for+-...h in the ce:rT...ification for the ti:·!·cl.y develot»"ent 
of protective teons mrl conditions for application ro o:;.era,ting assistance 
grant funds for calendar year 1976 .. 

Ne ~li.-nent all pttties involved for their willi."'lgneSS to w:Jrk wib'l 
representativ-=-..s of t.lta l).epart:i!ent of I.abor in the ~~Of't<~ of this 
solution which provi.des for a fair and equitable :ret."lod of resolving 
the.i.r differel'.ces wi~~t al.lcwing those differencas to L.~ the flow 
of needed funds tO Ouaha .. 

It has be:m rapeateclly claL-ued that the lack of the Dapartrent of I..attlr' s 
e&-tificatio.n of ~;e Q!laha O'~ting ass1..stance grant applicatial delayed 
tra:r."lSSlli.ttal of tlX>se funds to Ora~. !~, at t."le ~-e we nada the 
cartificat.i.cn we ware ao.Vised that, ootwithsta.~..g that cert.ification, 
t.~ u"rbm !-bss Trans:por-..ation Administration was not in position to 
approve the grant because of p:robleus imtolvi..~ statutory ~ 
other thi:'!..."l t00se relating to etployee p:rotections. ~~ new understa:rl 
that the grant was event"l.lally T1Bii~ sa:re t.l-rree ~~ after our certifi
cation. 

I will be glad to provide you with a..~I additional itlf<miation you r;ay 
<1..esi...---e concerning tb.is r:;att&. 

SL~.J.y, 

W. J. USERY JR. 

' . 
(. 

. ~ 1 ' ' 
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Honorable W. J. Usery, Jr. 
Secretary 
U~ S. Departmep.t of Labor 
Labor Building 
200 Constitution Avenue, N. W. 
Washl.ngton, D. C. 20210 

Honorable William T. Coleman, Jr. 
·secretary 
Department of Transportation 
Nassif Building 
4oo 7th Street, s. w. 
Washington, D. C. 20590 

william~ ronan. chairman 
stanley h. gates, it~ president 
paul~ kole, secretary-treasurttr 

richard d. buck 
joe v. garvey 
p_~giocoma 

May 28, l976 

vice presidenrs 
jock r. gi!str 

f. norman 
james c. mcconr 

Re: 13{c) Labor Protective Provisions 
of the Urban Mass Transuortation Act 

Dear Sirs: 

The American Public Transit Association {APTA) has 
completed a careful and thorough reviev of the present administ~ative 
procedures utilized in implementing the requirements set forth i~ 
Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 as 
amended, 49 U .S.C. Section 1601 et sea. (the"Act") .. 

Accordingly, we have determined that the present procedures 
with respect to 13{c) certification are totally inadequate, burdensome, 
and unduly time consll!Idng, notwithstanding the adoption of the 
National Model Agreement negotiated by and between APTA and various 
labor organizations. Indeed," the present procedures are heavily 
balanced in favor of the unions' considerations with little more than 
cursory consideration being given to the problems facing the particular 
transit property. 

More often than not, and in an alarmingly increasing number 
of circumstances, the issues raised do not touch upon the question 
o"f whether the employee protections are fair and equitable but instead 
involve determinations by the union as to whether they have enough 
leverage in dealing with the particular transit property. Clearly, 
this vas not intended by the framers of the Act. 

A-~ has learned that many of its members have existing 
:f'ully integrated 13 (c) .ft..greements, applicable to· both capital 
llrojects and operating assistance. Nevertheless, I!!2.ny unions have 
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insisted upon ever increasing levels of protections, vithout offer~ng 
any concrete reasons or explanations therefdr. Indeed, we have learned 
that even in circumstances where a transit property has been villiilg 
to sign the National Agreement, some unions are insisting that even 
this iS. inadequate, again rlthout focusing on the question of vhether 
the levels of protections are unf.air or inadequate. We respectfully 
submit that activity such as this clearly flies in the f~ce of the 
langue:ge, spirit and intent of the Act. As a result of the above 
abuses, and others like them, our membership very often is faced vith 
bearing the burdens and pressures of uncertainty not only as to vhether 
UMTA funds rllf be forthcoming in time, but indeed ·whether Ul.fi'A funds 
rill be forthcoming at all. 

It vas hoped by many that the execution of the National 
Model 13(c) Agreement would ameliorate the 'Procedural problems that 
traditionally have been present. Unfortunately, this has not 
occurred. The problems are just as severe. The only significant 
difference is that the crises are spaced intermittently throughout 
the year, due to the particular local funding problems, rather than 
all coming at once at the end of the fiscal year. A uniform approach 
seems to ignore or make light of the complexities of the local problems 
facing the various transit properties. Few transit properties are 
faced vith similar sets of circ~stan.:ces. Obviously there are varying 
local funding considerations, different geographic factors, separate 
and distinct operating considerations, unique local collective bargain
ing considerations, as well as different existing 13{c) ft~reements. 
For some the model agreement fits well into the transit property's 
overall picture, but for others numerous details and considerations 
such as those mentioned above, must come into play. it is clear that 
a uniform approach, while of great aid to many, is not in the best 
interests to all. 

Accordingly, to prevent these abuses, to provide for more 
orderly and timely certifications, to alleviate the uncertainties 
presently facing ~he transit properties, and to take into consider
ation the complexities of the various local issues, we respectfully 
request that UMTA and/or DOL implement administrative changes 
immediately establishing a more orderly and simplified procedure 
for automatic and/or semi-automatic 13(c) certification, as long as 
the particular transit property already has in force a valid and 
binding 13(c) Agreement. (We also respectfully request that this be 
done w~th a view toward UMTA and/or DOL ultimately issuing formal 
guidelines and/or regulations regarding ~3(c} certification.) Thus, 
unless an interes~ed party can affirmatively demonstrate the need for 
a change in said prior agreement, certification should issue. We 
submit the following suggestions: 

1. Certain capital grants (such as equipment purchase grants) 
and operating grants that are designed as routine by UMTA should 
receive automatic certi~ication as long as the transit property already 
has an existing valid and binding 13(c) Agreement. UMTA should compile 
a list of examples of what it considers to be such routine grant 
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2. With all other grant applications the following procedure 
should be implemented: 

'i 

a. The applicant should be required to submit its final application 
including the applicant's negative declaration that the use of the funds 
will not result in the dismissal or displacement of employees, and an 
additional declaration that if a dismissal or displacement should 
nevertheless occur, it will abide oy its existing 13(c} ft..greement to 
the local union or unions 10 days prior to filing the application vith 
UMTA. 

b. After the filing with UMTA, 13(c} certification should be 
automatic after thirty (30} days unless one of the interested parties 
petitions the Secretary ot Labor that there is sufficient cause to 
reopen the matter and sets forth in said petition the reasons for 
believing sufficient cause to exist, carerully defining the issue(s} 
in dispute. 

c. Even if a party were to so petition the Secretary, certification 
ought not to be held up. Instead, provisional certification should be 
granted with notice to the parties to attempt to resolve the defined 
issues, but under a strict time limit of thirty (30) days within vhich 
to reach agreement or reach an impasse. If~ after 30 days, the 
parties have reached an impasse, the-Secretary of Labor and the 
Secretary of Transportation then should utilize their discretionary 
powers by implementing the processes of hearings, fact-finding, 
mediation and conciliation, arbitration and recommendation in order 
to resolve the defined issue(s). Then the Secretarys' determination, 
or that of their designee, on the specific issue(s) in dispute.shall 
be deemed final and binding. 

We believe that the above procedures are fair and 
equitable to all interested parties. Thus, we respectfully request 
that UMTA and DOL promulgate and immediately implement such regulationst 

Very truly yours, 

By B. R. Stokes 
ExP~utive Director 

BRS:ef American Public Transit Association 

cc: Bernard DeLury, Assistant Secretary for Labor Management Relations 
Robert E. Patricelli, Administrator, UMTA 
Dan V. Maroney, President, J!.nalgaoa.ted Transit Union 
Matthew Guinan, President, Transit Workers Union 
William Hickey, Esq., Mulholland, Hickey and Lyman 
Earle Putnam, Esq., Amalgamated Transit Union 
William G. Mahoney, Esq., Highwaw, Mahoney, Friedman 
Malcolm Goldstein, Esq., O'Donnel & Schwartz 
William Skutt, Brotherhood of Railroad Engineers 
Judith Hope, Associate Director, Domestic Council 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 30, 1976 

MEETING I~ITH SECRETARIES COLEMAN AND USERY 

I. PURPOSE 

Monday, August 2, 1976 
11:00 a.m. (30 minutes) 
The Oval Office~ //",/ 

From: Jim Cannopc,·:~v:. . r 

·~ 

Secretaries Usery and Coleman have requested a 
meeting to discuss decisions on improving the 
administration of labor protective arrangements 
under Section l3(c) of the Urban Mass Transit Act. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: Earlier this year you directed the 
Secretaries of Labor and Transportation to review 
and reach agreement on the operation of the 13(c) 
program. The Departments have agreed to simplify 
the l3(c) process by granting single certifications 
for single Federal grants. They have reached partial 
agreement on your recommendation that written l3(c) 
rules should be promulgated, but disagreed on when 
and how. They disagreed on the remaining three 
proposals. Accordingly we prepared a decision 
memo for you to resolve the outstanding issues, 
which you did on July 16 (Tab A) . 

At that time you also agreed to meet with Secretaries 
Usery and Coleman. We have not informed the 
Secretaries of your decisions on l3(c), pending 
this meeting. We anticipate that Secretary 
Coleman will strongly support your decisions and that 
Secretary Usery will feel that it will gravely impair 
his ability to work with the unions. 

B. Participants: Secretary Usery 
Secretary Coleman 
Jim Cannon 

C. Press Plan: To be announced. 

. . 
\ ,·· 



III. 

2 

TALKING POINTS 

1. I know you have all worked very hard on 
this l3(c). This issue is important to 
everyone involved with public transportation-
the cities, the transit operators, and the 
employees. 

2. The five proposals I asked you to consider 
attempt to simplify this process for everyone. 

3. I was glad to see that you reached agreement 
on one of the proposals, and partial agreement 
on another. These are important steps in the 
right direction. 

4. Jim (Cannon), how would you like to proceed 
on the issues which are in dispute? 
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cc: Lissy 
Hope 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 13, 1976 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JIM CANNON 

JIM CONNOR ~l_ ~ 

Section l3 (c) of the Urban 
Mass Transit Act of 1964 

Confirming phone call to your office earlier today, the President 
reviewed your memorandum of August 12 and approved your recom
mendation to give Secretary Usery and Secretary Coleman an 
additional five days, until Saturday, August 21, 1976, to complete 
the resolution of the four basic points on which they felt they had 
agreed. 

Please follow-up with appropriate action. 

cc: Dick Cheney 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 12, 1976 

MEJvlORANDUM FOR THE PRESI~T 

FROM: JIM CANN0~t1A_.· 

SUBJECT: Sectio~(c) of 
Mass Transit Act 

the Urban 
of 1964 

DECISION 

Secretary Usery informed me today that because he spent 
five full days on the rubber strike, he could not meet 
your deadline of August 16 with the report he and Secre
tary Coleman were to give you on the resolution of 13(c). 

I will talk next week with Secretary Usery and Secretary 
Coleman and attempt to complete the resolution of the 
four basic points on which they felt they had agreed. 

With respect to the remaining issue, negative declaration, 
it will not be determined until September when certain 
studies, mentioned by Secretary Usery, have been completed. 

I propose we give them an additional five days, that is, 
until Saturday, August 21, 1976. Then if you approve, I 
will inform them that if it is not settled by that date, 
you will decide the issue. 

ApprovE Disapprove 



JMC: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

David Lissy felt that we should 
extend the deadline to Aug. 23, 
rather than Aug. 21. 

cameron 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 14, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE WILLIAM T o/ COLEMAN 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

THE HONORABLE WILLIAM J. USERY 
SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

JIM CANNON / 

Section 13(c) pf the Urban Mass Transit Act 

I 
The President has approved an extension of time for the 
joint memorandum you~e to submit indicating how you will 
implement decisions o the four issues you agreed upon in 
your meeting with th President. Your joint memorandum is 
now due August 21, ~d no further extensions will be granted. 

This memorandum n~d not cover the Negative Declaration 
issue since it wa agreed resolution of that issue would 
await completion of the several studies already underway. 

0 




